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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, Fill DAY, JULY 1, 1910
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BETTING ON FIGHT

ROOSEVELT
EMBRACE EACH OTHER.

AMD

LEGISLATORS

IS

Characterized
Extreme
Cordiality
Meeting of President and His

IS AT

STAND STILL.

Jeffries Declares That Contest

!

is

Even Money Proposition and
Johnson Followers Take
Courage.

ARE SIUBBOR

1101 A FARCE
Predecessor.
Mass.,' July 1. For a full!
minute yesterday afternoon President
and Colonel Roosevelt stood on
At Least So the Mayor of Will Not Take Advice of
Permanent Fund Derived Taft
ihe broad veranda of the Evans cotFrom U. S. Land Sales
Taft, Roosevelt and
Chester, Pennsylvania,
tage with hands upon each other's
shone in evwhile
delight
shoulders,
Is Growing
Declares
Hughes
ery line of their faces.
"Mr. President," it was Roosevelt
spoke, and there was earnest PROTECTED BRIDE AND GROOM CAUCUS
THE BILL
AMENDS
APPEALS TO MOUNTED POLICE who
warmth in hi? salutation.
j

DID

Beverly,

Hi

CAUSE

TIE TROUBLE?

NVw York. July 1. Thie is a dead- Sheriff Dufur
Discusses at
lock in belting here on the
Length the Wetherill
fight. Jeffries' own statement t h;it the contest was an even
Case
money proposition caused his admirers to hesitate today to put up money
at ten to six, while Johnson's friends ONE
STRAY
PONY
FOUNO
are sticking for the short end of two
"Theodore."
to one.
William Mulldoon declared
each other affectionthat
They
patted
Jeffries'
judgment of distance and And Indian and Finn Could
York
Session
New
of
Tusas Mining Man Appeals for ately on the shoulder. They laughed Compelled Hazers to Give Them Special
timing is not good and that lie will
Solons Balks at Direct
Not Agree About
in a way that left not a single lingerProctettion From His
Up and Issued Notable
receive a great deal of punishment, j
doubt as to the exuberance of
ing
This
John-declaration
Edict.
enhaitened
the
Primary.
Ownership.
Neighbor.
I
their feelings. They seemed utterly
son cohort today.
oblivious of the fact that there were
There can be no question now but
Albany, X. Y., July 1. The extraor- Both Fighters Confident of Winning.)
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero others present.
Chester, Pa., July 1. Mayor JohnReno, July 1. At last the long hard! that Richard
to
today acknowledged the receipt
"It used to be 'Mr. President' and son has come to the rescue of future dinary session of the legislature enthe well
Wetherill,
of training seems to he at. j
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien, of 'Will ' didn't it?" the colonel cried in brides and
in- - gruelling
tered
and
known
final
its
Pueblo
and
Bonito
of
has
upon
this
today
stage
Indian
grooms
city
trader.
an end at the camps of Jeffries and
$1,056, interest on $72,076.23, the per- his old familiar, high pitched voice,
tiicatious pointed to a failurue of the Johnson. Both fighters declared last! m'-- death by being shot from am
manent school fund derived from U. S. "but now it's 'Mr. President' and p'edged himself to use the power of
efforts of President Taft, Theodore night that, they had done the last bit bush by Indians, but
am convinced
j the entire police force to protect them
land sales.
'Theodore.' "
of strenuous work before the fight. that Wetherill's cow
to
Roosevelt
Governor
and
Hughes
sixon
his
while
after
from
Last
The
two friends meeting
hazers.
night,
puncher, the
Notary Public Appointed.
about the passage of the Cobb From now until the call of time on man
bring
all
with
months'
teen
thejWfly
of
named
ne
separation
started
homei
the trouble
Fini(
Mills today appointed
passed a company
Governor
direct nominations bill. The caucus July 4, they say they will devote
warmth which used to characterize nazers
with a newly-marrie- d
themselves entirely to .amusemiX'tit with the Indians by quarrelling over
George H. Lawson, of Leopold, Grant
bill
marching
to
last
amend
decided
the
night
their association in
Washington:
county, a notary public.
head of the line. The as suggested by Lloyd Griscom, chair- and light forms of exercise. Each a stray pony."
slapped each other again on .arms and couple at the
man says he is fit. Jeffries is hapWork for Mounted Police.
This was the statement of YV. T.
j
shoulders.
mayor summoned the police and broke man of the Xew York county Repubwas pier apparently than he has been Dufur, sheriff of San Juan
lican
committee.
The
amendment
Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk was
And so it went throughout the af-jthe para(ie 0f hazers, rescued the endorsed
county in
but since he began sixteen months ago which Wetherill
by Colonel Roosevelt
dispatched today from Chama to ternoon. When Colonel Roosevelt was
home there seems little likelihood of the the laborious process of making himrecently met his
Tusas, Rio Arriba, county, on com- President and Mr. Taft was secretary!
in a sensational manner
death
and
self
n
sound.
He
follow-iphysically
romped about
cab. Tnen he issued the
passage of the measure,
which so much has been printed
plaint of a mining man Danze that his of war, the meetings of the two men, in a
liked
a
schoolboy
Johnson,
today.
the executive offices at Washing-- j ing edict: "Marriage is no farce and Roosevelt's Leadership Repudiated
life was being threatened by a neighas usual, joked with his train- during the past few days.
Albany, July 1. In swift and em- smiling
ton always were characterized by the must not be treated as such. So long
bor.
Sheriff Dufur was interviewed by a
ers and reiterated the statement that
phatic fashion the Semite fell in line
of the Xew Mexican just as
Sheriff Dufur, of San Juan county, same cordiality as that of today
reporter
he
in
is
gx
batcondition
to
ch
the
put
up
with the assembly today and sent the
he
was
Santa Fe this mornleaving
reported to the mounted police today White House attacheswaswho witnessed;
tle
his
walkof
life.
Last night, while
iust like the there will be no permits issued for Cobb direct nomination bill down to
areetines said it
on the 1). & U. G. He had come
that there was no need for the pres- the
ing
with
a
at
Jeffries
talked
ing
friend,
or
public demonstrations that defeat. The final vote was 25 ayes
here to bring a prisoner. Zeh He, who
ence of the police on the Navajo res- Olrl days. There was a rapid fire of 'parades
to announce to 13 nos, 7 Republicans combining great length about his prospects. "I
- will have the tendency
ervation on account of the recent kill- conversation. The meeting was evam going to win this fight," he said, escaped from the penitentiary June
with the Democrats against the bill.
that the friends of President newly married couples."
13 and whom the sheriff
ing of Richard Wetherill. The In- erything
captured in
voters were necessary to 'T never was in better shape in my San Juan
Twenty-sibe!
would
claimed
that
it
have
Taft
con
a few days ago.
is
a
did
who
the
dian
killing,
life.
is
county
Jt
to
intention
go
my
right
GIVEN
pass the measure. The result of the
and the
prophesies of those F. C. DEZENDORF
Seated in the railway coach, wearsumptive in the last stages, and gave who havepersistent
ANOTHER PROMOTION. fight in the Senate is even a more after my opponent and knock him out
all along tlhat a cool-- 1
insisted
a
was
ing the western cow boy hat. and an
prelimiHe
himself up.
given
as
soon
as
possible."
to
Theodore
accept.
positive refusal
ness had developed between the two!
immense leather belt strapped around
nary hearing and was held without men
Reno, July 1. "I intend to take a the
Was Chief of the New Mexico Division Roosevelt's leadership in the matter
proved false.
an unwaist, and gazing with
bail. Six other Indians alleged to
amount
i
of
in
order
than
the
Land
that of
Office With Headof General
punisihment.
Colonel Roosevelt still was in the
assembly yesterday, large
looksheriff
the
flinching
eye,
easily
have been implicated in, the shooting
to get to him quickly, but you may
of the renewed association with
quarters at Santa Fe.
f
ed the
of the magapart
gave bond. A cowboy named Finn spirit
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I'll
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and
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RAILROAD
depend
IMPROVEMENTS
it,
give
greater
when, after two hours
zine stories of today.
was fined $100 for assaulting a Navajo the President,minutes
IN EDDY COUNTY. more severe amount of punishment in
with Mr.
and twenty
Democrat.)
(Phoenix
spent
"It is quite true that Wetherill was
in
held
was
$1,500
with a gun and
return." Nobody at Jeffries' camp
F. C. Dezendorf, chief of the sixth
and members of his family, he
shot
down from ambush," said the
bond for shooting another Indian Taft,
knows
what
the big fellow weighs.
just
back to Nahant to spend a field division of the general land of- - New Mail Route to Be Started to the
started
"and the way the trouble came
sheriff,
that
is
It
the
back.
alleged
It is said he does not know himself.
through
Plains It Will Serve Eleven
from
second night with Senator Lodge,
ifice, has just received word
about was as follows:
Wetherill was ambushed and his
But
Jim
it
is
that
Corbett's opinion
Postoffices.
the shaded 'the department of interior that he
As he was leaving
"Finn, Wetherill's cow puneiher had
body mutilated after he was murdered, grounds of the President s cottage, has been made chief of the new see
Carlsbad, N. M., July 1. A new Jeffries enters the ring at about 220 been rounding
up some cattle with
but that the Navajos had been goaded the colonel stopped to speak with sev- - 0nd field division,
toJack
Johnson
not
all
at
is
pounds.
the mail route to the plains will start
embracing
Indians
and
got four head of
they
the
to the point of desperation by
eral old newspaper friends from
land districts of Eureka, day. This auto line runs from Carls- nervous. Tom Flanagan, his manager, horses, three of which were marked
in
which
manner
handed
does
not
they
to
will
think
it
be
sevhigh
possible
Redding, bad to Lovington, a distance of
Oakland,
ington
(Independence,
and belonged to Finn. The fourth had
had been treated by a, cowboy whose
"I had a most pleasant time with Sacramento, Eusanville, Visalia and enty miles and served eleven post- - perturb the colored man. "Johnson no brand and an Indian wanted to
209
is
excellent
in
side Wetherill is alleged to have the President," he exclaimed. "There
and
on
offices
service
shape
the
weighs
This
plains.
the stat of Nevada. His headquart-i- s
the animal and Finn wanted to
taken.
will also carry mail for many families pounds," said Flanagan. "He will win, keep it.
nothing particular to say, is there erg will be at San prancisco.
take
It appears that Finn settled
District Court.
Cabot?" turning to Senator Lodge, j Arizona will be attached to the along the line, served
by pouches first because he is the craftiest man the right of possession
by knocking
Rio
for
Jefin
and
court
In the district
second, because
today,
pugilism
"Xo, I think not," put, in the Sen jLos Angeles district, with Gratz from Carlsbad. It is a great conventhe Indian down and beating him. The
no
can
nor
man
fries
other
Arriba county, a confession of judg- ator.
o
will
and
.:
he
living
plains country
W. Helm, chief, with headquarters in
injured Indian s friends went to Wethment for $22,252.60 in the case of A.
"We had a most .delightful time, Lbs Angeles, in charge.
help the development that is being come back after being out of the fight- erill the next day and
sought justice.
W. Duy, trustee, vs. The Keystone that is all there is to it," the colonel
ing game as long as he has been."
The change will be made the lat- made east of Carlsbad.
Wetherill as Arbiter.
reBromide Mining Company, was enter- said.
The Peoples Mercantile Company
Had Good Luck.
"There can be no question but that
ter part of this month, when Dezed.
President Taft was sitting in the endorf will proceed to San Fran- cently incorporated have taken over
and Wetherill was regarded bv the Indians
Reno, July 1. Dust covered
HenRecruits for Penitentiary.
Asof
E.
library going over the .mail with
cisco to take charge of the new di- - the dry goods business
tired, but beaming with good nature 'as the man to settle their disputes
Sheriff Silviano Roibal of Ria Ar sistant Secretary For'ster when he
the and with ihis creel bulging with trout,
dricks and are pow conducting
them satisfaction. He had
vision.
and
riba county today delivered the follow heard the "honk, honk": of the Lodge
Their large concrete ware- Jeffries returned to Reno this morn lived give
to the southwest store.
came
Dezendorf
among them, had traded
long
C.
T.
house is about completed.
ing prisoners at Hotel de Romero, automobile ouj to :lront.dropped j flye
an early morning trip to with them and many of them owed
ag0 for the benefit of his Horn manages the dry goods business, ing from
othewise known as the territorial penVerdi up in the slopes of the Sierras! him money, from all accounts. It
itentiary: Francisco G. Gallegos, who Colonel... Roosevelt was out of the ma - i of the sixth field division, embracing while George E. Brantley will have above this city. This is the way he was natural that as Wetherill em- of the grocery department as proposes to spend his time until ne
must do a year because he could not
Finn and as Finn had beat up
both . Arizona . and New... Mexico, and charge
soon as opened. The company is re- - sl,akps hands witn Jack Johnson on ployed
be broken of the habit of wife beat- men met their arms unconsciously
, .
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one
of
the
they should caU
in
,
xaa,
uuui
cnarge
remained
duty,
tne July 4, and the battle is on. Johnson 0tl wetherillIndians,
. .
, ceiving much wool, ana betore
ing which is no longer popular in New went toward each other and tflieir;
and see what satisfac-loafe- d
senstiff
the
closed will have
hands rested upon each ,others shoul
greater
Mexico since judges impose
around the training place alljtion they would get. It seems that
toMfun
aanartt season
amount of the clip in this part of the day chatting with trainers and visit-tences for the offense; Espiridion
j wetherill offered them little satisfac-or- s
em- was some time
in their warehouse.
Olivas, one year and six months to
but not a stroke of training did'tion. telline them that it was not his
u
tM1
..v..
assummer
lub
ucjmi umi.
Then PretThe Eastern Railroad of New Mexi- he do.
two years; Abel Martinez, one to two hraeo wa interrWpri
affair if an Indian quarreled over the
'
dered him a place on the board of co, a
part of the Santa Fe system, is
years; Medardo Luna, two to three dent Taft warmly greeted Senator
to
Odds
Seven.
Ten
ownership of an unbranded pony and
Betting
wim
in
lue
review
on
geueiw
making extensive improvements
Lodge. Secretary Norton joined thejiaw
years.
1.
then got hurt.
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San
Francisco,
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Betting
Hce, but wmie appreciating uie
A new
the road in Eddy county.
Examination for Railway Mail Service. party and Assistant Secretary Forster
Indians Incensed.
e
to ten to seven
shortened
have
again
declined
this
he
important
Peifer.
circle.:
Soon
was included .in the.
bridge is being put in across the
went away from W'eth-erill'- s
Postmaster E. C. Burke announces
"The
a
bets
of
Indians
on
number
Jeffries
and
was
large
he
reason
the
that
The
cos river south of Lakewood.
President anfl .'former President pointment for
and
house
than on July 27, the civil- - service comat
those
has
been
very much displeasfigures.
placed
on aesnous or remaining m uie
steel bridge across the Pecos just
moment
ed.
From
that
mission will hold an examination foi drew apart while the. others looked
on, it is beA
Record.
Greusome
ne
mce
to
ns north of Carlsbad is also being put in
rnoenix
with smiling interest, j
coming
a
was
lieved
the railway mail service in this city. their
(hatched to
conspiracy
vei piace. The bridges across Hackberry Reno, .July 1. George Harding was put both Finn
W'hat of politics entered into the purchased a residence . on
and
out of the
Wetherill
The examiantion will consist of spellofficial
selected
time
as
Decome
keeper
prom Draw and Dark canons just south of today
conversation, what words of remin Adams street and has
way. There was more than a motive
ing, arithmetic, letter writing, penhis
match
In
business
Harding
the
witn
time,
the
identified
reof
what
Carlsbad
are
inently
also being practically
exchange
experiences
iscence,
of revenge to do away with. Wetherill
manship, copying from plain copy,
lnciuamj j,uilt. Improvements of the road bed has counted out 1,100 defeated fight- for a glance at Wetherill's
the last, sixteen months, no organizations or tne city,
books it is
to
he
whom
geography of the United States, read- during
men
one on the veranda other than the two the board of trade, the City club, and ana track is being made all the way ers. Four of the
said reveals that Indians were indebt- ten,"
ing of addresses and on railroads in friends themselves knew." ;:
nine,
of
the
fateful
"eight,
was recently elected
gave
president
from Pecos which indicates tlhat J.he
ed to him in the sum of thousands of
the southwest and their junction
the Associated Charities.
road will be extended from Pecos to died from their punishment.
j dollars.
are
It has been said but I do
dupoints and schedules. Beginners
to
has
the
Dezendorf
some point on the San Angelo line
performed
FIRE JUMPS ACROSS
not
with how much truth, that
know
ATTORpaid $900 a year and are advanced unTHE
WONDER
NO
AMERICAN BOUNDARY. ties of his office without fear or make a direct route to the Gulf. It
Wetherill had been collecting some of
til the maximum of $1,400 a year is
PEEVED.
FELT
NEY
n
j
whl
Pethese
is
it
line
from
is understood that the
favor, and
qualities
these debts by taking cattle from the
attained. The clerks are also given, Moose Are
Seeking' Safety" ia Small have unquestionably won for him cos will be built through several of
Indians.
This means of wiping out
two weeks vacation each year at full
ElecFrom
Saved
Had
Whom
He
Man
!the
and
new
to
opnew
districts
deserved
the
being
Lakes One. Canadian Lumber
promotion
irrigation
the
debts
not please the owners of
did
pay.
at
all
Grateful
i
Isn't
Chair
tric
ened up at Ft. Stockton and other
Co. Lose; $2,000,000.
larger fields of labor.
at
cattle.
all events Finn was
But
and Scolds Energetic Lawyer.
places.
man who brought this trouble to
the
'
$200,000 ARE ON
.Winnipeg, .Canada,' July 1. Bush
a crisis and Wretherill had displeased
WAY TO SOCORRO, fires last night did great damage to
Trenton, N. J., July 1. "What did the Indians
WORK ON FIRE BUILDING
by his refusal to give
none
of
was
for?
in
your
It
butt
TO BEGIN SOON. you
the towns of Devlin and Lavalle in
them
satisfaction
for Finn's beating
Are to Pay for Part of Land to Be the Rainy River district of Ontario
funeral. Now it will have to be done
one of their number.
up
Submerbed by Elephant Butte
over
soon
the timber
again."
It Will Cost $8,500 and Will .Be a Suband unless rain comes
Lay in Ambush.
Reservoir.
This complaint from a client whose
in the district will be burned. The
ARE IDLE
stantial Structure A Windsor
"I think the story that Wetherill,
had
the
saved
after
he
bfe
prisoner
fires jumped the. Bainy River from the
is Contractor.
when seen by the Indians about Finn's
American side atEmo Ontario, and
Special to The New Mexican.
Arrangements have finally been com been strapped into the electric chair conduct, broke one of the Indian's
for
Washington, D. C, July 1. A treas now are burning fiercely east of there.
pleted for the erection of the Santa with the chief electrician waiting
guns on a rock, is also true and that
on
made
Mills
New
to
turn
in
the
LumCotton
word
the
of
Rat
current,
the
warrant
two
thousand
for
The
Association's
manager
Portage
hundred
Fe
England
ury
Fire Department
added fuel to the flames. At all events
Brower decidedly peevish,
dollars was mailed on Thursday even ber Company estimates the company's
Indians seem to have pitched on
building which will cost $8,500. It will Attorney
the
and
the
South
Are
mur
litt
Tnml-oin nnncnmntivp
V,1
be a brick structure, thoroughly equip- He had defended Arthur Rose for
ing to be deposited in court at Socor loss at more than $2,000,000. The
Idle
ro. Chief Engineer Newell says that tle lakes are aliv'e with moose peeking
in style. It will der, lost the case and Rose was sen- to do the sharp shooting, and lying in
ped and
the railroad from Cutter to the dam. safety. The towns of Stanley and the
be located on San Francisco street, fenced to die yesterday, Rose said he ambush they caught Finn and Weth-- .
tietwoor, t, rntherirai nnri the nlaza. was satisfied with the verdict, but erill riding together and fired upon
site should be completed in two of settlement of Silver Mountain are in
Brower was not. He prepared papers tlhem.
MUST CURTAIL PRODUCTION on the fire company's lot.
three months after the contract is let. grave danger.
an appeal. Then he sought a sufor
dewill
be
on
then
A
the
rushed
pro
Work
A. Windsor is the contractor.
Shot Scares Horse.
N'EVERI '
PAY ALIMONY?
court justice.
preme
has
already
"All that saved Finn from biting
of
ject.
the
building
"
scription
" GOES TO JAIL.
Tr':-The execution was ordered for last the dust was the rearing of his horse
A Good Berth for Rodey.
Many Factories Expect to Re been published.
at 8 o'clock. The attorney got after one of the shots was fired and
next
time
1.
night
some
S.
Work
B.
heein
will
Washington, July
for Work on July
Judge
j
ather
Pen
San
Texas,
Antonio,
July
trace
oi
and
juage Minturn, wno was men the bullet missed him. Another shot
week. The Santa Fe Building
Rodey of Porto Rico, who is on his
j 11.
wife $ 12' a week j
Loan' Association is financing the af- - on a train en Toute to his country caught Wetherill. Finn, instead of
return home to New Mexico following than pay His divorced
Lohmueller of this
fair. This is the second important nome. A racing automooiie was re putting up a fight then and there, put
his relinquishing the office there has alimony, Bernardto
"
jail and will stay
Boston, Mass., July 1. Many of the public building the association has quisitioned, the train overhauled and j gpurB into his horse and broke away.
been named by President Taft "for a city, has gone
o- o.uic
w cotton mills of the United States shut financed, the other being the Elks' witn tne juage seated in a paum
mere unui m lawjeia
The Indians were then in open pur
district att&rneyship in Alaska.
get him out by some other route than down t0(jay untll July
and the attorney on the station plat-tha- suit of the cowpuncher and one of the
the
for
pur.
opera
house
of an alimciny paymenty'Loh- - pose 0f curtailing production.
form outside, the case was presented Indians, a policeman called to him
The
QUEEN CARMEN SYLVA HAS
muller fails to see why he 'should vpro- -' corporations which closed today em-- MASKED BANDIT HOLDS
to him. A stay of execution was sign-vid- e to halt. It seems Finn had some
ATTACK OF APPENDICITIS.
funds when he. pi0y about 100,000
run for shooting to do before he got home
in- his
ed and then a record-breakinand
MAIL
STAGE,
up
operatives,
obtained a divorce on - charges he ciude tile majority of the four score Montrose Colo., July 1 A lone the prsion was begun,
and put a bullet through the hand of
When Brower reached the death one of the Indian pursuers. Finn manBucharest, July 1. The condition brought against her arid which were mills of Fall River, the eighteen mills masked handit las't tiisrht held up the
of Queen Elizabeth of Roumania, sustained by a, jury court.; . Alifnony 0f the Amoskeag corporation of Man - mail and Pimress stasre which runs chamber Rose was in the chair. After aged to get back to the W'etherill
is suffering was granted 'the. woman' by-awho
higher. Chester, N. H., and numerous factories between Placerville and Norwood in ubpraiding his lawyer for "butting in," home but Wetherill was done for.".
(CaTmen Sylva,)
Sheriff Dufur said tlhat the Indian
from a severe attack of appendicitis j court for the reason that she or hef in North Carolina,' South Carolina, San Miguel county. Several passen- - Rose was led back to his ceil, rne
was reported today to be improving, j lawyer had neglected to 'put In a Georgia. Many other New England gers were lined up along the road and crime for which Rose w as to be exe- - who shot W7etheriilis in jail but just
counter petition at the time of the mills are closed and others went on.were compelled to deliver their valu - cuted was the killing of his wife, what will be done- - with him remains
The queen Is in her
'
? '
trial.
to be seen. a schedule of five days a week.
ables.
whom he had accused of infidelity.
year.
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THE DAILY ROUND

Wheat

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Pansy

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

SONG.
Pansies, pansies, yellow and blue,
I have a ganlnn when I have you.

Four

O

O

pansies yellow, you're full of the
sun,
However the weather be dreary;
pansies blue, you're a solace when
one
Is sick of the summer and weary.

can't come too early, you can't

You

stay too late,

You can't, be a blossom too many,
My pansies so brilliant, my pansies

AUo VARIETY FRESH YEAST

sedate

To

WE

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

Southeast Corner Plaia, Santa

F.

Co.

Suddenly
Saloonkeeper
Darras, a saloon keeper at Willard,
died suddenly Monday afternoon.
Marriage License Taken Out At
Las Vegas yesterday a marriage license was granted to Sofia Roybal,
aged 17, and Cecilio Roybal, aged 28,
both of San Patricio.
Prohibition Campaign
Started in
New Mexico The Las Vegas Optic
announces that the
league
has started the campaign to bring in
Xew Mexico as a dry state. From
other sources comes the information
is
that ihe national
organization
ready to spend $50,000 to make the
territories dry or to write a prohibition clause into the constitution.
Death of Wallace McNair Raynolds
"Wallace McNair Raynolds, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hallett
Raynolds, died yesterday afternoon at
4 o'clock at the (home of his parents
The funeral
1013 Seventh street.
which was private, was held this
morning from the home. Rev. J. S.
Moore, rector of St. Paul's Memorial
Episcopal church conducting simple

No. 40

Anti-Saloo-

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

Louis

Dies

CALL AJiD SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

I TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
01-

Y.'OUK UN OUR

LINE DONE

TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining-furand hides for rugs and robes

s

Highest prices paid for raw lursof all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SANTA FE, N, M,

IQ

PHONE
BLACK

SUCCESSORS TO

AiR

OANON
ROAD

& RISING

MULLIGAN

J.

D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
125 p1Vee
daphoneht 130 RED
PICTURE

FRAMING

TASTEFULLY AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.
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above-describe-

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All hinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

Salt

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

aii

Seeds

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

MEXICAN HATS

PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

n

Mi cm

EVERY THREAD

wits

Denver, Colo.,
July 1.
The forecast is generally fair
tonight and Saturday with 3ta- tionary temperature.
to the Band Leaving Town
Sunday the show at the Elks' theater
Owing

S . E. Corner of Plaza.

1--

WOOL

Any garment not satisfactory may be returned.

FROM

CI

aC7

0

00

can afford
Electric Suction Cleaner.
Phone us
and our representative will eaii and
explain. S. F. Water & Light Co.
Mr. Norment Buys a Lot A deed
has been recorded in the probate
clerk's office for a lot in precinct No.
3 55 by 100 feet, from Jesus M. Gonzales and Miquilita M. de Gonzales to
James W. Norment.
The considera-

Saved on
Every

will start at S: 15 p. m.
Any one using brooms

Suit.

Look over the line and pick out
these high grade money savers
POD 219

PHONE

36

tion is $1.

Warranty Deed A warranty deed
was recorded in the probate clerk's
office from Benjamin F. Bruce and
Belle Bruce to A. J. Casner and Myrtle D. Casner for house and lot in
precinct No. 4, the consideration beSide-botto-

Spitz

EVERY DESCRIPTION

Cut prices on some of the Seasons
best selling styles

$10. Another deed was from Edbut impressive services. Interment ing
win F. Sidebottom and Florence
was made in the Raynolds family plot
to A. J. Casner for house and
in Masonic cemetery- Mr. and Mrs.
lot
in
same precinct, and situated
the
Raynolds have the sympathy of their on
west side of Galisteo street,
friends in the loss of their little son." the the
consideration being $1,200.
Las Vegas Optic.
See What a Little Piece of Lace
will cause, more trouble than a milTEXAS YOUNG WOMAN
lion dollars. It's at tie Elks' theater
SHOWS UNCOMMON GRIT.
tonight.
San Antonio, Texas, July 1. Instead
Eighty-On- e
Degrees That was the
of fainting or growing hysterical as maximum
temperature
yesterday and
most women woulid have done had the minimum was
52, while the genwheels
locomotive
a
seen
of
the
they
eral humidity was but 35 per cent,
crush the foot of a brother, Concep-cio- n quite a drop from the previous
day.
Perez, a young woman of this The temperature at 6 o'clock this
city, thought of only one thing and morning was 58 degrees. Yesterday
that was how to succor the victim of was a clear,
day, with showthe accident. Hastily tearing off ers over the pleasant
mountains. A year ago
strips from her skirt she proceeded to today the maximum was 81 and the
turniquet the injured limb, stopping minimum 58 degrees with 76 per cent
the flow of blood until medical aid of sunshine. There were showers over
could be summoned.
the city and in this vicinity.
Ovispo Perez and his sister weT.e
Sunday Night's Show at the Elks
a
when
walking along a railroad tack
will start at 8:15. Good pictures are
switch engine in some unexplained assured.
manner knocked him over and crushTo Become a Nun Miss Vicentita
ed his foot.
Ortiz, second daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Francisco Ortiz y Rodriguez,
Isolated Tract. well known resident of Santa
Notice for Publication
Fe, has
No. 012067.
gone to Denver where she will take
Public Land Sale.
the veil as a sister of Loretto. Miss
Ortiz has a sister who is a nun in the
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Loretto convent at Denver, and her
June 3. 1910 name in religious life is Sister Caye-tanNotice is hereby given that, as diBoth daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
rected by the Commissioner of the Ortiz will meet in Denver after a
General Land Office, under provisions separation of many years, but they
of Act of Congress approved June 27, will be separated again although both
1906 (34 Stats., 517), we will offer at will be in the same religious order
public sale, to the highest bidder, at for Sister Cayetana will remain but a
10 o'clock a. m., on the 27th day of few months longer in Denver and Misi
July, at this office, the following Ortiz will be sent to the mother house
described land:
at Loretto, Kentucky, to make her
SE
of NB 4 of Sec. 15, T. 15, novitiate.
We clean your house thoroughly
N., R. 9 E. N. M. P. M. O. B.
Any person claiming adversely the without removing anything, with exland are advised to perienced men who understand the
file their claims, or objections, on or business, for the small price of one
before the time designated for sale.
dollar an hour. S. F. Water & Light
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Co.
Register.
Carlos Vierra and Miss Ogle MarFRED MULLER,
ried Carlos Vierra, the well known
Receiver.
photographer, marine painter and now
rancher has acquired a new title
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
that of "benedict." Mr. Vierra came
with LOCAL APPLICATION, as they here a day or two ago and registered
cannot reach the seat of the disease. at the
Palace, but as he and his bride
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional registered from Hutchinson, Kan.,
disease, and in order to cure it you many did not recognize the romance.
must take internal remedies. Hall's Mr. Vierra was in the
city yesterday
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and and acknowledged that he had married
acts directly on the blood and mucous and his bride is Miss Ada Ogle, who
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not was a well known teacher here last
a quack medicine. It was prescribed year and who is a resident of Hutchinby one of the best physicians in this son, Kan. It was rumored that Mr.
country for years and is a regular pre- Vierra was going tq be married on
scription. It is composed of the best June 20, but when questioned about it
tonics knowns, combined with the best Mr. Vierra denied all
knowledge of the
blood purifiers, acting directly on the affair. It appears he quietly went to
mucous surfaces.
The perfect com- Hutchinson and there the wedding
bination of the two ingredients is cermony was performed, with the
what produces such wonderful results newspaper reading public little the
in curing Catarrh. Send for testimon- wiser.
Mr. Vierra came here from
ials free.
California and for some time conductF. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
ed a photographic studio which he reToledo, O.
cently gave up to go on a ranch near
Sold by all Druggists, price 75c.
$ Take Hall's Family Pills fon con- - Tesuque.
i
(Continued on Page Eight.)
stipation.
-
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Add Distinction
to any costume.

a

1 have a
garden when I have you,
Pansies, pansies yellow and blue!
J. J. Bell, "Clyde Songs."
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MENS MADE TO ORDER SUITS

Oh,

Telephone

Jewelry, Silverware,

bought for

you were

0

penny!

WITH

Wy inter Grocery
f

think
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PANSY

Bobolink

1

FRIDAY, JULY

FIRST QUALITY TOOLS
ARE

ff

i

I

SEE
OUR
STOCK

It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggravate the man who uses them.
Tou will lose your temper if you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because wo
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.

5J

WffififiXS

If it's Hardware

We have it.

teuummttmmummmimm

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Woocl

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

d

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, SmithiDg Coal.
TTT
O
i
wooa1 ana lunanng.
oawea
1

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T.fc 8. F. Depot.
Telephone 85

1

TT- -

Steam Coal.

1

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now own?
ADsrac s or Title,

Furnished by

TUC CAMTA EC AD0TDIPT
U

nib unmn

Catron Block

i DIAMONDS

i

l nuuinnui,

Santa Pe, N,

Yim

M

Realty & Insn- ranee Agency

Tel Black 76

C. YONTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

522

Goods

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Right Service

JEWELRY

JyTes,eand
b
"P"'0'
Date Mefhods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

..Ml

fib

the compounding of the prescriptions our reputation and integrity are at stake
a fact so thoroughly impressed on our minds lhat "eternal vigilance" is our
watchword; hence your frequent and insistent specification of having your pres- - 5
cription compounded at OOK'S PHARMACY, is sure to be followed by satisfactory!
results.,
MI

J

FRIDAY, JULY
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AN OCTOGENARIAN WHO IS
A VERITABLE WONDER.

A CORROBORATION
Of

Interest to Santa

Perfect Cooking

Cool Kitchen

Fe Readers.

Capain John T. Chancey Has Served
For months Santa Fe citizens have
Congress Since the Republican
seen in these columns enthusiastic
Party Was in Its Cradle.
praise of Doan's Kidney Pills by Santa
Fe residents. Would these prominent
Washington, D. C, July 1. This
people recommend a remedy that had morning, I chanced to engage in con-- ,
not proven reliable? Would they con- versation with
firm their statements after years had
Captain John T. Chancey,
elapsed if personal experience had not
employee of the House of
special
r
shown the remedy to be worthy of
and all around errand by
ement? No stronger proof of
who wants documents
for
members,
merit can be had than cures that have
is
stood the test of time. The following and information. Captain Chancey
He has
80 years old and still active.
statement should carry conviction to
been in the employ of the House
the mind of every Santa Fe reader.
since 1S3G. His sercontinuously,
Toribio Rodriguez,
110 Johnson
vice Is contemporaneous with the lite
street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Two of the Republican party. He knew
and a half years ago I gave a state- Lincoln well and
has been personally
ment for publication in regard to my
with every president from
acquainted
Pills.
with Doan's

dorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Foster-Milbur-

n

NOTICE.
All persons are herewith forbidden
to enter upon the lands of the Santa
Fe Water and Light Company for the
nf flh,w in thP i,.rA reser-voir of said company, this notice be
ing given under Section 4, Chapter 83,
of the Session Laws of 1909, which
provides that '"it shall be unlawful for
any person to enter upon said perm-ise- s
or enclosure for the purpose of
hunting or fishing, or to kill or injure
any birds, animals or fish within such
or pasture at any time with- out the permission of such owner or les- see, and any person violating the pro- visions of this section shall be deemed
of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be punished
by a fine of not less than ?50 nor
more than $100 or by imprisonment
for not less than thirty days or more
than sixty days, or by both such fine
and imprisonment in the discretion of

Lincoln to Taft.
Captain Chancey,
said, that he was present in the House,
when that body was pro slavery and
adopted a resolution, censuring
Joshua R. Giddings.
Those were exciting days both in the
Giddings
country and in Congress.
resigned, went home and submitted
his case to his constituents, who returned him to Congress by a decisive
majority and Giddings became a greater power than ever. I happened to
mention that on my first visit to the
capitol a little over a decade after
the Civil war, I saw
Alexander H. Stephens
sitting in a wheel chair, in the area
in front of the speaker's chair. "Yes,'said Captain Chancey, "it was part of
my duty to carry Mr. Stephens up
stairs, place him in his wheel chair
and roll him onto the floor. Ho
weighed only about 90 pounds ami
wMe he could not walk- - ,nis Ind. ' KS
as clar
a bell One day, I said io
Mr- - Stephens, pointing to Represen':a- tive Frye of Maine, now senator,
'there is the coming man of the
House.' 'No,
said Mr. Stephens,

James A. Garfield,
there is the coming man.' "
Captain Chancey continuing in a
reminiscent mood, said, "There was
another great man whom I have
ried up the steps of the capital many
and his name was
Thaddeus Stevens
t
of Pennsylvania." "When the
peachment case against

re

Andrew Johnson
was on in the Senate, I often carried
Stevens onto the floor of the Senate
Once
and placed him in his chair
he said to me, 'John who will carrv
me when you are dead?' " Captain
said, that Stevens would re
Chancey
the court.'
member him every month with a long
FRANK OWEN,
monManager Santa Fe Water and Light envelope, containing a present of Thadas
as
sometimes
$50.
ey,
high
Company.
deus Stevens was a stalwart of the
Santa Fe, N. M., June 20, 1910.
iBen Wade type, among Republicans.
Both men participated in the imStockholders' Meeting.
John- TVio roornlar annual mppHnP" nf the peachment of President Andrew
one
came
of
within
vote
who
stockholders of the New Mexican
removed from ofhee. If Johnson
wni hQ y,0ia t thA
been removed, Wade would have
ad
office of the company in the city of
become president.
on
at
5:30 o'clock, p. m.,
Santa Fe
Chancey got his title from being
Monday, July 11th, 1910. All stockfire comof the Washington
captain
holders will take notice and govern
One day, he noticed in a papany.
themselves accordingly.
per, that Thad Stevens had been electJOHN K. STAUFFER,
ed captain of his home fire company
Secretary & Treasurer.
and after carrying Stevens into the
New
Santa Fe,
Mexico, June 28th,
capitol, he congratulated the congress1910.
man on the fact. "Yes," said Stevens, "and it cost me a house and lot."
Notice pf Restoration of Public Lands to
Coming down to a later time, ChanSettlement and entry. Department of the
Interior, General Land Office, Washington, cey referred to
I). 0 May 31. 1910. Notice is hereby given
William McKinley
that the public lands in the. followina des
cribed areas which were excluded from the and said, that while, he did not show
Pecos National Forest. New Mexico, by
elamation of the President dated April 20, unusual ability at first in his congres1910. if not otherwise withdrawn, reserved,
ri a nnrnnrinterl. will lw ftiittun-ittf !, sional career, that he developed into
Interior be restored to the the most effective advocate of a
Secretary of t he on
domain
August 15 1910, and be- come subject to settlement on and after that tective tariff that he had pver heard
to
not
but
date,
entry, filinpror selection un- - la Congress. McKinley became Chair-ti-l
on and after September 14 1910, under the
" of the 'srrPflt enmmittPA On ways
usual restrictions, at the United States Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico; in T. is. and means and he would illustrate his
speeches by the use of a large number
of
th otrt of'&
North and F.ast of Grants; in T. 18, R. 10, Of articles, which Captain Chancey
said he often arranged for him about
SartoVir
R. 10. sees. 4. 5, and that part of 6 and 7 not his desk. 'I tell you, Lampson," said
In Grant Sees, 8and9; that ptrtof the West
,
half of T.20, R. io not in Grants: the West tne aptam, we don t have any such
half of T. 21, R loi inT. 22, R. io, that part of exciting and disorderly times here in
Sees. 31, 32 and 33 South of Grant; all North
and East, New Mexico Principal Meridian. tne House as we used to have before
Warning Is hereby expressly given that no the days of the Reed rules." "Why, I
person will be permitted to (tain orexercise
any right whatever under any settlement saw Buck Kllgore of Texas, when
oroccupatlon begun after April 20, 1910, and- Reed made hiq famous ruling 'count-prio- r
to August 15, 1910, and all such settle- .
mentor occupation
Is
forbidden. S. ing a quorum,' deliberately kick down
V Proudfit Assistint hereby
Commissioner of the
General i and Office. Approved May 27, 1910: 8 tfoor o one nf thf eloaV rooms tn
frank pie roe, First Assistant Secretary get out, after he had been counted,
of the interior.
Business is much more orderly now
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THE 30TH ANNUAL NEW MEXICO FAIR
AND RESOURCES

EXPOSITION.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wert Point of th ftouthwetrt."
Array Officers Detailed by War Department
Araiy Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

"A."
Through Academic cot;re.

buildings, thoroughly

A

tim

OCTOBER 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
MORE SIGHTS TO SEE
MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
MORE COMFORTS TO VISITORS
MORE OBJEGTS TO INTEREST
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE
MORE PLEASURE FOR ALL

QUE
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First Annual

DOG

SHOW

Write the Secretary for premium lists or other information

J.

H. O'RIELLY,
President.

JOHN B.McM ANUS
Secretary.
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COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Fargo It 0 oiiipeiw
.xpress

drop
pot
saucepans, and nickeled towel racks.
It has long turquoise-blu- e
enamel chimneys. The nickel finish, with the
bright blue of the chimneys, makes the stove ornamental and attractive.
Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners ; the 2 and
stoves can be had with or
without Cabinet.
CAUTIONARY NOTE : Be ssre yon gel this stove
ee that the
reads " NEW PERFECTION."
"

KM

General Express Forwarder

e

Every dealer everywhere ; if not at yours, write for Descriptive Circular
to the nearest agency of the

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

TO

All

than it used to be and of course there agents looking for investments. Capi-la- l
is a great deal more of it." 'T don't
has conscience in a state governsee," said the captain, "why any one ment but fights shy of a territory.

should criticize 'Uncle Joe,' " pointing
Notes. A citizen named Antonio
to the speaker's chair, "they woud not Ortiz y Pacheco had made so bold as
if they had seen the disorder, that to fence up the public road out past
used to be common here under the old Allan Butcher's on the way to Can- rule." Colonel Pete Hepburn who wasioncito. He has moreover failed to re-- a
member for twenty years said to me j move it after due notice. He will have
long begore Cannon became speaker, j a hearing before Squire Martinez.
that Joe Cannon was the best all
The friends of Thomas P. Gable are
around member on the floor, thus in- working for him to secure his nominadicating, that he might some day very tion as sheriff or for the council on
logically and properly, by the rule of the Democratic ticket.
merit attain to the speakership."
Judge Waldo left this afternoon for
Captain Chancey has made himself Topeka and Kansas City on railroad
so useful that both parties have re- business.
tained his services which cover the reSamuel Eldodt, Esq., returned last
markable period of 54 years.
night from a two years' sojourn in
Germany. There are few men in New
Mexico who have more friends than
RUBBER PLANTATIONS
GIVEN A DECIDED KNOCK. this gentleman.
Houston, Texas, July 1. In the
opinion of Ernest Hill, a New York- FIND MAN WHO HAS
BEEN SENDING DOLLARS.
er, with considerable interests in
Mexico and especially in the state
San Antonio, Texas, July 1. SendVera Cruz, most of the men who have ing a dollar to each George Washingput their money in rubber plantations ton and Halley's comet has made
in Mexico in the hope of making a known the
identity of the San An to- great deal of money in a very short nian wi,0 for some time has been mail-tim- e
will be sadly disappointed.
jng dollar bns t0 many feiieral and
The fact of the matter is that rub state officers.
In one of the letters
ber does not pay as well as would the sender gave his full name and admost other crops," said Mr. Hill. "My dress. He is connected with one of
own observations are that a rubber the best families in southwest Texas
plantation will not return a cent for and while considered wealthy at one
many years after it has been started. lime is now aimost destitute. Up to
"The trees are planted about 220 to a short wllile ag0 tne man held a very
the acre and before the age of six they good position but lost it through his
produce practically no rubber at all. eccentricity. Although his feet are
After that they may be tapped profit- - practically on the ground and one
as far as the expenses of tapping erable room is his abode he insists
e
concerned. After six years of age on sending out other dollars.
healty tree will give about one mon(J(1 Detore the nostal authorities
ounce of rubber twice a year, this be- the other day he could give no explaing about thirty pounds to the acre. nation of his conduct other than that
With the highest price ever paid to he had been instructed by some one
the producer of rubber in Mexico this to spend all his money in this fashion.
would amount to about $25, American,
to the acre per year."
But not every company and syndicate which has taken up rubber land
in Mexico has fared as well as here
outlined and many, according to Mr.
Hill, have now decided to turn their
holdings to better account, most of
them having taken up the cultivation
of sugar cane, cotton and other crops,
Mr. Hill is of the opinion that rubber
yk.
vr
i
mi
as a. cuiuivaLeu crop win nevei aiuumn
to much and that
of rubber company stock had better
keep their money.
rubber
"No matter what
lands in Vera Cruz and other parts VVasCured byLydiaE.Pink
may cost," said Mr. Hill, "the return
on them under rubber is not great
Vegetable Compound
enough to warrant any man putting
Elwood, Ind. "Your remedies have
his money into them. The best return cured me and I have only taken six
per acre that will ever be made even bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta
ble uompoima. i
with the present fancy prices will not
was sick three
exceed $50, gold, per acre. Take from
months and could
this sum all working expenses, losses
walk. I sufnot
and possible damage to the trees and
fered all the time.
The doctors said I
there is very little left that would
could not get well
justify the glowing pictures painted in
without an operathe literature of the rubber plantation
tion, for I could
promoters. The man with any seuse
stand the
hardly
rubber
in his make-uwill leave the
pains in my sides,
business alone.
especially my right
"Land down ther is very good and
one, and down my
right leg. I began
very cheap for almost any purpose,
but not for nibber. In my opinion to feel better when I had taken only
of Compound, but kept on
rubber can be cultivated but the troub- - one bottle
as I was afraid to stop too soon." Mrs.
le is that the land on which it, could
Sadie Mullen, 2728 N. 13. St.,
be cultivated successfully is located
Ind.
in what is called tierras calientes, or
will women take chances with
Why
hot lands, districts absolutely unsuit- - an operation or drag out a sickly,
d
existence, missing three-fourted as the habitat of white men. For
of
the
will
joy of living, when they
this reason the wild rubber forest
And health in Lydia E. Pinkham's
for a long time yet be our principal can
Vegetable Compound?
supply of that commodity."
For thirty years it has been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
cured thousands of women who
20 YEARS AGO TODAY has
have been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation,
.From the New Mexican of this date ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache, indiges1890.
mis-abl-

Aaent

J. D. BARNES.
THE WEST FOR THE

WEST.

Assurance

Rational Life

The Colorado

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of

the Southwest

BER6ERE. Manager for New Mexico.

A M

Santa Fe, N.

Catron Block.

M.

i C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, S40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, giiO.OO to S175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre

y

We are prepared to locate settlers on prov- -eminent land. We have Irrigation enterprises, needinn capital Moneyed :men: are:
invited to correspond with us.

KANCHKS,
LAKKK

tip-ar-

Sum-ever-

Parts of the World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Ftrgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mesico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
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IN NEW MEXICO,

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

RASOHKS,
LARGE
AND
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

Look Over Your Suit
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FRONT OF OUR LIVERY
STABLE
you can nearly always see a rig getting ready to start out. We will send
one any distance, for any purpose, at
any time.
We Answer All Calls Promptly,
and will be glad to serve you in any
way in which a rig is required. One
unusual feature of our business is
taking invalids out for a drive, at a
regular hour each day. Wi mention
it as an illustration of the many serv
ices we stand ready to render.
IN
'

WILLIAMS
310 San

4 MSISG

Francisco St. 'Phone

Notice for
(06888,

'

139 Rett.

Publication.
Not Coal.)

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
June 22, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
Alires, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July

21, 1905, made homestead entry ( seSW
rial 06888), No. 8416, for E
4
and lot 4, Sec. 7, and Lot 1, Section 18, Township 14 N., Range 10 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
1-- 2

1--

intention to make final five year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
nervous
and
tion,
prostration.
j
Editorial. The citizens of Wyoming
the slightest doubt N. M., on the 18th day of August, 1910.
have
If
you
are still celebrating their admission that Lydia E. Pinkham's VegeClaimant names as witnesses:
into the Union. They have a right to. table Compound will help you,
Alberto Sanchez, Jose Dolores Sanat Lynn, chez,
Juan Sanchez and Francisco
They are progressive people. From write to Mrs. Pinkham
Mass., for advice. Your letter Analla, all of Lamy, N. M.
Cheyenne comes word that eastern will
be absolutely confidential,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
capitalists have already sent their and the advice
free.
,

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS

i

Finlay

For particulars
address.

Superintendent.

p

A L B U Q U E R

r

has a Cabinet Top with a shelf for keeping plates and food hot
There are
shelves for coffee
or

;

furnished, heated, light

all respects.

REGENTS E. A. Cahoou, FreMUent; W
G, Hamlitoo. Vice Presidf-r,t- ;
J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W,

2

name-plat-

lr

ed and modern

erecnoit
3H if-

young

men for college or for t.i.
!!'. Great
amount of open air work. Heaithiot K.catlon
of any Ml lltary School tn the Union. Located
uq the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatloi. of 3,700
feet above sea level, s'inshine every day. but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
E'even Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten

Cook-Stov-

-

PintinS t0

New Mexico Military Institute

The housewife with
years of experience the
woman who knows how to
cook finds, after practical tests and hard trials,
the New Perfection Oil
e
is her idea of
what a good cook-stov- e
really ought to be.
She finds it requires less
attention, costs less to operate, and cooks all food
better than any other stove
she has ever tried.
She finds the New Per.
fection oven bakes and
roasts perfectly. The

en-do-

experience
Kidney
Today I am stronger in my praise of
this remedy than ever. I suffered
greatly from disoredered kidneys, the
pains in my back being so acute at
times that I had to stop work and sit
down. The trouble steadily grew
worse and I rarely knew what was to
be free from an ache or pain of some
kind. Soon after I began using Doan's
Sidney Pills, procured from Stripling,
Burrows & Co.'s drug store, my pains
and aches disappeared and my back
was as sound and well as ever. Doan's
Kidney Pills have my strongest en-

HAGE THREE.

after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
and it will remind you of when it first
came from the tailor's hands bright,,
fresh and new. We press the garments back into their original perfect
shape, and take out every spot and
stain without the least injury to the
cloth.

We also clean ladies' dresses

and skirts and cloaks.
guaranteed.

Satisfaction

Julius Mnralter, Tail or
Cor. Palace and Washington

Avenues.

1MPEHIAL LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop

Mrs. P

O. BROWM

Agent

Phone No. 23 Red

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

T
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SAflTA FE NEW MEXICAN
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President.
Editor and President.
r
Secretary-TreasureK.
STAUFFER,
JOHN
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Daily, six months by mail
tvooiriv. npr vear
.Weekly, six months

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
Dally, per month, by carrier.... 75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

.

Weekly, per quarter

.$3.50
2.00
1--

fa-

jSsks?

SANTA

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

The Santa Fe Water and Light Company has been very generous with
Santa Fe in furnishing it light for its
Under
those
streis for nothing.
circumstances it would be ungracious
to criticise the street lighting service.
But other towns are progressing and
the man who visits other places of the
size of Santa Fe can not help noticing that Santa Fe is a dark hole com- lared with the two thousand candle
arc light illumination ot much smaller
places, the electric arches, the embellished electric light posts holding
clusters of brilliant lights and other
devices which make such towns veritable cities of light. Santa Fe, as the
capital of the future state, Santa Fe
which will in a few months entertain
a constitutional convention that will
bring here hundreds of people, Santa
Fe which is advertising itself as a
health and tourist resort and modern
residence city ought to raise sufficient
revenue to enable it to pay for an up- lighting system. The Xew
Mexican is convinced that the Santa
Fe Water and Light Company will
meet the city more than half way and
will give it a better lighting system
than the city pays for. Let us light

JST.

FRIDAY, JULY

M.

WANTS
A young
man, college graduate,
at present teaching in one of best colleges in Texas, wishes position in private family as tutor for three months.
J. E. H., care
Best of references.
Manager El Ortiz, Lamy, N. M.

R.

J.

L,

A, HDGiiES,

PALEN.

President.

J. B.

1, 1910.

BEAD, Cashier.

FRAKE

Assistant Cashier.

McKAKE,

OF SANTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370

1

50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
and
erculatl.) ;
a
growing
has
and
large
every postoffice in the Territory,
of the boutnwesi.
among the intelligent and progressive peopie
(union!

E

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

FOR RENT Furnished room with
bath and electric light. Apply at the
Xew Mexican.

transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of

WANTED Good cook; reference
required. Mrs. C. W. Dudrow, 238
Agua Fria street.
j
i

FOR RENT Five room house on
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
at 248 San Francisco street.

j

$150,000
80.000

cj

personal and collateral security. Buys and seiis bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as!iberal terms
as are. given by any money transmiting agency public or
the rate of three
private. Interest allowed on
per cent per "annum,; on "six "months' or years', time. 'Liberal
advances made on "consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and asms to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- 2
ing. Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the
nublic is respecfully solicited.

1
islation strengthening the interstate
THE SANTA FE TRAIL.
commerce
law.
FOR SALE Planing mill complete. j:
The Optic remarks correctly: "The
"But for Mr. Taft there would have
Reason
for selling, old age and poor jx
Scenic Highway is one of Las Vegas' jbeen no postal savings banks.
health. Apply P. Hesch.
5
say
"But for Mr. Taft, Arizona and
greatest assets." Santa Fe could com5
New Mexico would not have been adthe same if its board of county
FOR RENT Three nicely furnished
missioners kept the road in trim which mitted to statehood and in this case
2
Call
rooms for light housekeeping.
could be done at very small cost, and the President cannot be charged with
j
after 5 p. m. 212 McKenzie St.
New Mexico could also say that the interested ni.otives.
up.
"But for Mr. Taft there would (have
Scenic Highway is one of its greatest
assets if it were to complete it from been no Campaign-FunPublicity law.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
rhe school census ot Santa Fe just
1
both ends to the Pecos. Let, the We credit him with having advocated
Fe Irrigation afld Impr0vemeni
ganta
)
busy. publicity and having given the bill taken shows a school population ot c
njTnjiruxrLnjarurnnjxariruTr
Good Roads Commission get.
ices at Cnares E. tKru rumruTJXTLau-u-Lrand
1914
more
2400
almost:
than
gone
is
last
only
his support.
against
Half of the summer
Mlchael ' Real Estate.
"The record of successful service year. It is apparent that there is a
and thus far there have been nothing
but promises and excuses although it can be extended still further. Mr. hiatus somewhere. The Xew Mexican
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Exwould be one of the most notable Taft deserves high praise for the is convinced that the school census this
at- - year was taken very
Roads
Good
unnecessary. Sell our brands
the
and
in
showed
perience
territorial
resisting
accurately
ccurage he
things any
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
Commission could do, to build a bcen-i- tempt of the labor unions to obtain that if anything there should be
from prosecution for viola- - traded from it the several hundred for full particulars at once. Globe
Highway like that which has been
t
lies
now
law. persons of school age who are attend-AV- Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
neglectbut
tions of the Sherman
partly completed
shall even give him credit for his jng 0Cal institutions of learning from
ed and unfinished.
The Rocky Mountain News refer- warning to Congress that no further the outside. The bonafide school
WANTED Salesmen to sell stock of
Fe
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
river and harbor bills uation of this city is not more than manufacturine comnanv: live men
ring more specifically to the Santa
and the wi'l receive bis signature.
.
As this includes every person
Trail says in this connection
1,500
refer
for
sustlers;
good pay
"For all that, Mr. Taft has just between the ages of five and twenty only
One
in
article should arouse New Mexico and
ences. Sales Manager, Box 371, Altus,
to
the
He
great
provhas
satisfaction.
cause
for
one
Fe,
can
Santa
be readily seen that Okla.
especially,
years, it
Cuisine and
by ed that he is in complete control of the no,1ulation ot the
Large Sample
benefits that would be derived
city is much
1 his
of
is
a
Table Service
Room for Comloop
Scenic
the
Highway
the
organization.
smaller
Republican
than popular estimates hae
making
FOR SALE My stock of g.eneral
Unex
mercial Travelers
the famous historic artery of trade: shown not only by the course of Con- made. The padding of census returns
-merchandise, store rent free, good loThe old Santa Fe trail was the gress in yielding to his demands, but has resulted in much harm. It has
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
scene of one of the historic treks of by the action of the Republican state
WASHINGTON AVENUE
the needy country school dis- cation; very little competition. Buy
the world. The men and women that conventions in Wisconsin and Minne- tricts of the county of from $000 to from owner. Address Mrs. Henry J.
followed it blazed the patlh of empire sota and by the nomination of the ad- $700 a year; it has given a black eye Young, Cerro, N. M.
into trackless deserts. Many of them ministration's candidate for governor to the public schools of Santa Fe,
AMERICAN AND
succumbed to the hardships and dan- in Iowa, despite the insurgents. We by making it appear that only one
EUROPEAN PLAN
TYPEWRITERS
G
skeleaunt
Mr.
drive.
Taft, person out of
can readily understand why
gers of the long
six of school age ('leaned,
every
New
overand
mljusted
repaired.
who has been extraordinarily sensi atte,uls tne
tons showed where thirst had
public schools, while the platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies
taken and destroyed. Blazing wag- tive to all political criticism, should
s
nas
cio not; it
also Typewriters sold, exchanged and rented
joiner
ons and lifeless bodies marked the be elated."
given a false basis for. all local school Standard makes handled. All' repair wort
and
the
of
Arapahoe
sudden swoops
!f.nd population statistics. The day of mid typewriters' guaranteed. Santa Fe
Apache. But if some fell dead by the ANOTHER POPULAR ILLUSION
census padding as well as ballot box Typewriter Exchange.
wayside, others pushed on to their
PUNCTURED.
stuffing is gone as far as Santa Fe is
task of building great states out of It has remained for Colorado physi- - concerned and in the future this
city
what had been known as the Great
to do business on an honest
proposes
rattlesnake
the
discover
to
that
cians
Fe
Santa
the
Thus
American desert.
therefore substantial basis,
trail led direct to the making of Colo- bite is harmless, more harmless than
Mexico.
New
and
Utah
and
rado
the bite of a kitten or a nun, and;
trail has served its pur- The
'The old
.
.
rattlesnakes may soon become house- - ico a statehood bill gives New Mex
1.. - li!ftni'in
For
for its
pose and necoiue meieij a mowm-landmarsplendid endowment
year? the only
The forts that marked its hold pels especially since they are,schoos The public lallds granted are
class
tonsorial parlor
first
Commodious Sample Room
stages have vanished. As a local poet great mice and rat destroyers ana easily worth five million dollars and in
Fe.!
in Santa
has written:
have other ingratiating ways that years to come will be valued at
OUR NEW PITCH
"No loopholes now are framing
Long Distance Telephone Station.
to make them popular in certain eral times that much. The gift means
TREATMENT
Lean faces grim and brown;
a modern school house even in the
circles. Says a dispatch from Greeley:
No more keen eyes are aiming
poorest district ana an education at is guaranteed to cure, (not only
down.
redskin
"Rattlesnake circles are disturbed the command of every child no matter
the
To bring
Steam Heated: Electric
relieve, Dindruff, falling hair &
FIRST CLASS CAFE;
by attacks on the reputation of its how remote at present from school other
We also
irritations.
scalp
Room
jingle
team"s
Every
Lighted,
trappings
"The plow
facilities.
will
mean
corIt
that
the
Weld
the
members
from
emanating
Hne of all the
a
IN CONNECTION
Across the furrowed field.
a Good One,
nerstone of the new stale will be its carry complete
hair
and
facial
tonics.
County Medical Society. The organizapopular
And sounds domestic mingle
system munition declares that Mr. Rattlesnake has splendid educational
Where valor hung its shield."
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
PttKSS THK BUTTON VK DO THE REST,
been bluffing and deceiving the public ficently endowed for all time to come
by Uncle Sam who gives the new
BATHS
BATHS
BATHS
was
so
time
he
is
that
it
Sana
new
exposed.
long
built
to
be
is
"But there
"If a big rat tlesnake bites you, don't state something like $20 for every
ta Fe trail, one that, shall serve the
man, woman and child in the comAgeiits HUBBS LAUNDRY
PULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
nresent age as the old one did a for worry about the outcome any more monwealth for the cause of education
hone
us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
a
bee
if
bumble
the
than
of
little
had
The plan
stung
mer generation.
alone, for the endowment of the ter- aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
builders is to construct a great cause- von ndvisps tha snpiptv II Hpnlnrps
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
aiso
oi
is
learning
with
of
river
a
that
Missouri
bite
the
How
the
rattlesnake,
way that shall link
All work is guaranteed; yor
hel t0 Put these on a
and
supper ready to eat and you will not haye to
and the Rocky mountains, a good road the possible exception of the Florida hbel.'al
socks are mended arid buttons
"- euui"
thormore
diamond
no
harmful
is
main
wagon
back,
be
the
that shall
sewed on you shirts, without
Our Increasing patronage Is the
wait.
tham the sting of a bee. The bite is :ler and more populous states.
best proof that we merit yours.
extra charge.
oughfare between these sections.
"One of the vita! problems of the never fatal, the society says.
FHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
mov"It explodes the popular faith in
That the people are accustomed to
G.LUPPJ HERRERA
day is the one of distribution, of
at treatments like the administration of listening-- to the loudest voice in
to
Proprietor
point
from
point
ing products
sucking the poison from the ical matters is generally true and it
the least possible expense to shipper
and consumer. This makes the rail- bite, tying a string around the bitten behooves the Republican party soon to
road issue that must be fought out. But part and cutting out the flesh, and make a noise as if it meant to win
RATES $1.00 A DAY AND UP
ALL MODERN OONVENIENOES
the question of reaching a market be- warns the public against them. Treat-- everything in sight. It is true that the
a
at
arrived
in
has
not
the
kills
ment,
bite,
many cases, constitutional convention would be
gins before produce
railroad. For this reason good roads the society declares.
even if
overwhelmingly Republican
"One of the quickest ways to die the party made no fight at all, but it
will be more and more to the fore in
1
the future, roads that run like main from a snake bite is to fill up with is important that the Republican ma- arteries between city and city and whisky. It is merely a waste of ener- - jorities in the aggregate show that
that send off shoots from farm to gy to try to save a victim's life by New Mexico is Republican by at least
farm. Good highways mean a saving sucking the poison from the bite; you 10,000 majority clear above all the!
EUROPEAN PLAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
of money in time, in wear and tear of could suck for weeks, says the Weld other parties taken together.
a
The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
equipment. They mean, therefore,
County Medical Society, and not a
j
lower cost of production and a con drop of poison would come forth.
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
j
S;mta Fe w haye
Mne f
servation of resources. The move
The society bases this assertion on
the Oity to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
A
Ju,
bv
May()I.
proclaraation
Sp,
ment for them is one that has grown the Investigation of one of its mem- Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
will be publlshed tomorrow call-- !
with areat strides. It is to be hoped uers, a
men. Give us a trial if you want first class service.
ureeiey pnybicmu,
tn
prominent
,toTltinn
nvnunoa
tho
,,.,,;,,.!
that the new Santa Fe trail, counting who has studied snakes and snake
of
the
ding
firing
of
explosives
within;
as it would for the development
Kitoa fn
'
J
l" mArA
t He city limits except at places
"""" than twonwJ vaara
Corner of Water St.
design
Kansas, Colorado and New Mexico The phystcian, in the most of
and Don Gas par Ave.
Old Port Marcv!
nated
bv
the
mayor.
traveled
main
a
in
will eventuate
cases, has resorted to no other treat- - is designated as such a zone where
as
highway that shall be as famous
ment than the application of common those who must celebrate tlle (h)v lni
Do You Want a Crate?
its predecessor of the same name."
muci. in a lew cases ne nas useathat manner can snoot 0ff
crackers,
Leave your order with
chromic and merely to hasten the pistols and other noisemakers
with
GIVING DUE CREDIT.
this week.
us
Neither
mud nor acid ef- - impunity but outsiue that limit the
the
healing.
The Xew York World is rabidly fects a cure. They simply allay the ' u
,
,
t
thoge
Democratic, it is especially bitter
CBIMAY0
and shut the swelling.
(greRS lhe ordinance. Santa Fe is riht
"
nsrninst President Taft. and yet. the jpain'Tt
....
von
..
believerl
is
if
. nomilarlv
- that
i
The longer you wait, the
UJ I.U Udll?
j Ill SUUJfcJ leftJJt-ulililVWaj.
World is fair enough to give President uuse a
wiia wuiskj, says me
paueui,
It
made
good.
more chance you take,
credit
Taft
for having
physician, 'the ill effects of the snake's
is
Mexican
says among other things:
Xew
The
to
pleased
that you will pay more
will be checked. What absurd"With the adjournment of Congress poison
B. S. Rodey lias se-- ,
learn
Hon.
that
in
is
such
large
the ity. The whisky given
money, as prices will
Mr. Taft stands better before
cured a berth as V. 3. district aitorney
quantities that the victim dies of alco in Alaska. Mr.
soon advance.
country than at any other time since holic
Rodey has given many
301-30- 3
San Francisco St.
poison.
he undertook to defend the Payne-Al-dricand
the!-vearhis
service
to
'nut
public
rugged.
in
fipsh aronnrl
the
CH
tariff.
and
Open Until 8. p. m.
liberality
. honesty
nsuallv causes blood
Strawberries,
In the final hours of the session he r,lapp hitten
has
his
a
accumulate
prevented
arnrmri
th
0
or,,?
fvi
showed a capacity for leadership of
Raspberries,
fortune or even a competence. Mr.
which some of bis warmest admirers affected part will cause either blood Rodey makes a good public servant
Loganberries,
paralysis of the limbs
... and Blackberries.
had begun to despair. From a reluct- poisoning or
on
his
account
of
evfearlessness
aiul
THESE PRICES TALK
lAftnf n nnoVc cinlra ito fanffa into
ant Congress he wrung many of the
Fresh Vegetables
though impetuous at times h,s moI
over.
If"
have
closes
skin
flesh
the
the
his
which
measures
to
i
aliira
i'C of
most important
a
CBIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c eacb
ri
Daily.
and,
'
administration was pledged, and he proved by experiments that you can lne Cledli
75c "
NATURAL WOOL
'
has good reason to feel 'gratified,' as not suck a thin fluid like strychnine
25c
CLUBS
WAR
he tells a correspondent of the World. injected under the skin at the part
"
H0c
TOMTOMS
The Tribune Citizen of Albuquer-- '
to
"Speaker Cannon says the sixtjy-flrs- t bitten, so how could it be possible like
ARROWS
I5c
BOWS
and
into
the
arena
fluid
viscid
que
a
political
jumped
more
thick
out
done
suck
Congress has already
65rj peripound and up
NAVAJO BLANKETS
last evening with the startling asser
and better work than any other Con- the poison of a rattlesnake?"
tion that the election for delegates
gress of which he has been a memThe Curio Man.
John Kinely Tener, nominated by to the constitutional convention was
ber. If this is true, a still larger
&
COMPANY
measure of credit belongs to the the Republican party for governor of delayed "on the excuse that the board
, At the Sign of the Old Cart.
Pennsylvania, was once a noted base- of equalization could not be called in
President.
to
have
the meeting earlier."
"But for Mr. Taft and the folly of ball player and is a big Elk besides. time
the western railroads there would That ought to make his election unani- - That is a new one on papa and Willie
ought to be called on to explain.
probably have been no additional leg- mous.
:
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THE

c

Anti-Trus-

Q

HOTEL

e

of the Best Hotels

the West

celled

nve-sixtn-

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBERSHOP
id

sev-oug-

We Are

"s

Serving

j

jTHE HOTEL CORONADO

polit-whisk-

i

k Go.

'

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

GROCERS

j

j

,

BERRIES FOR

.

PRESERVING

i

WM. GREGG Prop.

j

.

MYAJO,

and BALLETA

'

S

r--

BLANKETS

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE

h

s

open-hearte-

cin,

d

,

t,w

j

Vi

;

H. S. KAUNE

CANDELARIO

PHONE 26

FRIDAY, JULY
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Fl HAD OMfY" PUT fhstf

FlV'r.

'

SPORTiAN?

ARE YOU GAIN' FISMN'MR.
i

James Wilson of Globe, Ariz., is at!
Gregg's hotel.
j
Hon. T. B. Catron spent yesterday!
f

4Er

.

m

r-

!

.

...

it

jIBl

in Albuquerque.
R. L. Baca was a visitor in Albu- -

j
I

J

NOW

need iome
tackle, and a few other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
v.rir:that vou need. 'Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right fiic,and anything else
you wish to know.

If you are,

for Trout.

I

O. O. Koepnel, a business man of;
Los Angeles, is in the city.
Attorney E. L. Medler is up from Al-- :
buquerque on legal business.
John W. Kerr, of the forestry serv-- i
ice is here from Albuquerque.
Miss Alice Uronson of San Diego
Calif., is a sightseer at the Claire.
J. S. Hunter, a drug salesman from!
Kansas City, is calling on the trade.
E. E. Meier, engineer in charge of
the Arroyo Hondo project, is at the

'

'&

j

querque yesterday.
i

Use the

u BRISTOL

j

IT IS NEVER TOO LATE
T LdEAKN; START. A

41
'

1

v

HAVING MONEY OF YOUR OWN enables
wfcn you want it to start a business of your

you to"

borrow more money

His Time is Yours

Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal Interest consistent with safety.

&

Santa Pe, New Mexico

IDE

Red Ko. 189

Dealers in Furniture.

-

a-

FINE LINE OF Carpets and Rags FOR THE HOUSE
All kinds of furnishings from eainaware "to stoves, and
.euu ,.wiauie
ranges, Also a noe asuriiuuui ul
the babies.
audliat racks. Wagner folding
-GREVT.!
are
They
"ITook oer our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.
or

Sf

is all new and complete in every!
es s larger!
detail our assortment f
'
and more complete, th&n ever.'

We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, IH
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.

u,

Ornamental Doors.

j

g00d-

-

iTopeka

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

12

... .. ........ '.h

39

J

Our line of Corliss-Coo- n
collars is new and
shapely and will outwear the common kind
Ladies Kid Gloves for $1.25. Very dressy
and serviceable. Strongly sewed and good
finish.
Genuine french kid finest quality $1.50 pair
These embody best style features now in
vogue.
The very best grade of Chamoisetle, easy
r itting and comfortable at 60c. pair.

sun-bur- n

ke

Charles W. Dudrow

S

Won

Where your dollar buys the most.

Philadelphia
New York

Detroit

C, A. RISING
AGENT FOR

'

Bills Bros. Monumental
OP DENVER

GRANITE
ALIj GRAUKS OP MARBLK
MEMORIALS AT REASONABLE PRICKS
Ij

125

Palace Ave.

V,

Ladies Milanese Lisle best value ever shown
at the price 35c.
i

j

Lumber) because the wood is lies in a good complexion and the
of a good complexion Is good
perfect in every particular and secret
free from every imperfection of blood. Ourto toilet articles embrace
preserve the complexion
knots, cracks and warpings. everything
and our blood purifiers enable one to
is
of
it
foot
thoroughly have it.
Every
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so WARM WEATHER TOILET
it can be absolutely relied upon
30
The daintiest of Cincinnati
and builders, and aids here
by carpenterswide-awa27
Philadelphia
freckle
lotions,
powders,
archiall sensible,
St. Louis
29
remedies are at your command.
tects hereabouts particularly A. D. S. blood mixture guaranteed. Brooklyn
.....25
mention our Lumber in their
23
Boston
s pacifications.
American League.
&
Company.'

Santa Fe, N. Mex.

Co.

Boston
Cleveland
Chicago
Washington
St. Louis

38

,.,36
38
32
25
26
23

17

Denver
Lincoln
Omaha

38

.37
37

..

..33
..31

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

3

29
456

31

.

38
41

.377
293,
I

Won Lost Per CL

Sioux City

Tewnsen

j

Western League.
Wichita

Silk. Double fabric tips,
Splendid value at 60c. We have others of
best selections to pick from.
Good Grade

:
.500
Cured By a
.466 Skin Disease Readily
.460
Simple Home Remedy.
If you are suffering from any form
.431
.349 of skin or scalp disease, would you
like to get prompt relief and be per- Lost Per Ct. manently cured by a clean, liquid
21
.644 preparation for external use? Stripling
21
.632; Burrows & Co., the druggists, have
.578 'this remedy in stock and want their
27
27
.542 customers to know that it is recom-.46-

30
31
34
33
41

COLLARS

Every well dressed lady selects her gloves,
and collars as well, with great care.

BASEBALL.

THE SECRET OF BEAUTY

m

JUST RECEIVED

i

11

NEW STOCK

GLOVES

j

I.

25
27
28
31
34

.

603
578
569

.516
477

Blackheads,
mended for Eczema,
Pimples, Dandruff, Tetter and other
diseases of the skin and scalp. Zemo
has made some remarkable cures and
with each purchase of ZEMO Striplin
Burrows & Co. will give you a booklet
on skin diseases and you can diagnose
your own case and be cured in your
own home without any inconvenience
or loss of time from business by this
clean, simple preparation

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOYLE Mgr.
CUREBDON

j

PODLTRY

PANSY

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARK SELLING OUT:
FRESH LAI I) EKGS every (lay

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rooks' and' White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard
under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoniuf t
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

W
I

CO.

Everything in Hardware.

I

.361

Hon. h. o. mirsum, chairman of
the Republican central committee of
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
the Territory, has returned to Socor-- j
National League.
ro from .his sheep ranches in the Os-- !
Brooklyn at New York.
euros, and expects to be in Santa Fe
Philadelphia at Boston.
tomorrow.
Chicago at St. Louis.
Assistant Traveling Auditor John
Cincinnati at Pittsburg.
Joerns who has just returned from an
American League.
official trip which took him through
St. Louis at Chicago.
Union, Colfax, Mora and San Miguel
Detroit at Cleveland.
counties reports much enthusiasm
Xew York at Philadelphia.
lover the nassasre of the enahline act
Boston at. Washington.
wherever he went.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Page B. Otero has returned from a
National League.
sojourn on the upper Pecos where he' Pittsburg 8; Cincinnati 3.
went to recuperate from his recent
St. Louis 13; Chicago 9.
Mr. Otero re:
attack of pneumonia.
Philadelphia 4, 0; Boston 1, 4.
ports the Pecos and tributaries very j New York 2; Brooklyn 0.
low and that ranchers fear another j
American League.
drouth like that of 1904.
Cleveland 5; St. Louis 0.
Sheriff and Mrs. Silviano Roybalj
Chicago 6; Detroit 3.
and Mr. and Mrs. Jose Herrera of:
Western League.
Chamita, Rio Arriba county, are reg-- j Denver 6; Omaha 0.
istered at the Coronado hotel. Thej Sioux Cily 6; Wichita 5.
sheriff accompanied by the deputy! Lincoln 4; Topeka 1.
sheriff, J. B. Sanchez, brought a num-St. Joseuh 7: Des Moines 2.
ber of prisoners to the penitentiary
here.
RATTLER DARTS OUT
Third Assistant Postmaster General
FROM UNDER ROSE BUSH.
A. L. Lawshe spent several hours yes
terday afternoon in the local post,
rose
gan Antoni0) TexaS) Julv
office and highly praised Postmaster
to Charleg Muth 0
bngh
beloIlgina
C- - Burke
uVn its management. He;thlB city came near having other
also visited the territorial penitent!- - tWns
than
qIlflllv MSO,atfid
..
ary before leaving for Las Cruces on ...II It.
Btnn,
CIO
1U1 .
OWU (lllft Kl
.U
the afternoon train.
the bush to pick some flowers when
he heard a suspicious noise and saw
a five-forattler coil for a strike right
under it. Before the man had an
opportunity to get fully out of harm's
HOW THEY STAND.
way the reptile had lanced itself
against him, failing to bury its fangs,
A garden spade soon put
however.
National League.
Won. Lost Per CL the quietus on the snake and Mr.
Muth Is now m possession or a seven- 38
21
. G44
Chicago
tail claimed to be a beauty
New York
22
36
.621 teen-rattl- e
31
26
.581 la its line.
Pittsburg

t.A

STRIPLING-BURROW-

& SUPPLY

36

20

1

are made to perfection from our

Notice our
Windows

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

j

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALSO

- II--

1AHTA PE HARDWARE

O C WATSON & COMPANY

MSK0

I-

r-

Our Line

j

our attractive list before buying.

Ptone.

iJ

Miss Eloise Carroll, daughter of Su- pei luieuueui Mari on or me Mascaieiu
reservation, will be the guest of Miss j
Genevieve Morrison for a few days, j
Prof. Sylvanus G. Morley, of the
American Scliool of Archaeology, has
returned from Ojo Caliente, where he
has been doing work for the school.
Alice Watson, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. O. C. Watson, who underwent an operation for appendicitis
yesterday is reported to be in a critical condition today.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- Iford is home from an official trip to
Taos and San Juan counties where he
and Des Moines
reports everything flourishing
prospects for a profitable harvest veryigt Joseph

PEOPLE WHO FULLY REALIZE WHAT STATEHOOD
MEANS, WILL ALSO REALIZE THAT IT IS TO THEIR
GREATEST ADVANTAGE TO MAKE THEIR REAL
ESTATE PURCHASES EARLY.

119 SanFrancisco St.

j

Palace.
Attorney Ralph Easley was a passenger for the Duke City yesterday
afternoon on his way to Willard and
his home at Estancia.

TRUST CO.

REAL ESTATE

See.

653
tr:1

j

home tomorrow
from Las Vegas,
where he held district court today.
A. J. Wistland of Denver; J. R. Ral- ston of Peoria, 111., and V. F. Cobb of
Albuquerque, are traveling men at the

.

own."

UNITED STATES BANK

COME IN AND GET ACQUAINTED WITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

Assistant Territorial Traveling Au
ditor John Joerns has returned from
a visit to Las Vegas.
Judge John R.. MeFie is expected

WW

BANK ACCOUNT

-

i;q-Ti- i

Palace.

F. E. Finney, the well known piano
turner, left this afternoon for Albu- querque.

will

you

Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

gC&Uld
Santa Fe Water

AND

1

0

them in

Light Company

Ope ation

THE SAN1 A Plfi MS
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V

t

cine

J44

i, k

Louis Rock

Oil

Company.

Railway
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!
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f 8 20
f 8 35
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55

4
4
4

2
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(Vitomiso

30
50

00
5 50
6 US
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00
us

Col
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88
94

35

Koolilei-.luiH'tio-

-

Ar.

I'll

x
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..Cimarron
Cimarron
Ar
Nasli
Harlan
Ute Hark N. M...Lv

Lv.
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5 00
4 15
4 05
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3 25
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-

Lv. Clifton House V M.Arf
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'Ar
fAA.

42
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5

7
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If
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11 37
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11 20
11 00
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a
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Ounniiisimni ..
Hiiiht N.M 'lv;l.v
Raton, N. M,
Ar. Clifton House, N.M. .Lv!
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n

.Ar

Ar. Clifton

3
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Santa Fe and throughout the terri- diversion and
and 600 cu. ft
that a lengthy sketch of his ca- per second andstorage
41,657 acre feet is to
reer is unnecessary. Born in Colfax be be
conveyed to dams located as
county in 1872 he has had extensive above described
by means of pipeexperience in business affairs having lines, reservoirs, etc., and there used
con-; for power water
managed a hotel and having been
being returned to
nected with other business enter-- 1 river about 800
below dams above
feet
'
prises. Mr. Conway has enjoyed the described.
advantages of a good education, not
The Territorial EnsniiApr will take
only in the local schools, but at St. this application up for consideration
Michael's
and

COSES ECZEMA,
AOiE, TETTER. ETC

Acne, Tetter,

THIS

HOTEL ARRIVALS

0 9

K. V. & S. W. Ky, train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. at 6:15 p. in.
K. P. S, W. Ky, train No. 123 leavins Dawson N M. at 9:55a. m.
SStsiire for Van Honten N. M. meets t rains at Preston X. M.
aS. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines us follow :
C.
NORTH BOUND:
SOUTH BOUND
No. 1,4.48 a. in,
No, 8. 10.44a.m.
No 7.6 49 p. 111.
No, 2. 11 11 p, in.
Track connection with A. T. &. S. K. By. at Raton and Preston with O. & S. Rv. at
K
Des Moines
P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, X M. and Cimarron S Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Kayado

J

:

well-to-do-

and Red Lakes. N.M.

Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Knhly Black Lakes. Cerro. Klizabethto-vn- .
Lobo, Uuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining,
'Daily. fKlug, Tl'aily except Sunday
E. J. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
Ratv.n, N. M.
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.

love-craze- d

1

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to EI Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

-

East or West

For Rates and full information address

El

1910, and
persons who may oppose the granting of the above application must file
their
objections substantiated with afINSTITUTE NOTES
fidavits (properbly backed with application number,) with the Territorial
(Communicated.)
The students finished the course of Engineer on or before that date.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
the institute last evening, and this
Territorial Engineer.
morning commenced on the examinations, which will last two days. Sixty
one applicants are candidates for
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
teachers' certificates, and out. of this
number, fifty intend to teach should
they prove successful.
MASONIC.
The Santa Fe County Teachers'-Associatiomet yesterday afternoon, imMontezuma Lodge No
mediately after the institute session,
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
and passed fitting resolutions thank-i- n
,41
ular
communications
those who had contributed in makfirst
Monday of eacl
the
institute
the
very best that has
ing
month at Masonic hai
ever been held in Santa Fe county.
at 7.30 p. m.
cerfor
third
The
grade applicants
H. H. DORMAN,
tificates will finish their work this
A
t?nrr Hfnni
will
be
to
for
leave
and
evening,
ready
ALAN
R.
McCORD,
Secretary.
their homes tomorrow morning, after
a four weeks' instruction. The first
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
and second grade applicants will not
R. A. M.
leave until Sunday morning.
Regular convocation second Monday of
Mrs. Dixon, our conductor, will leave
each month at Masonic
Sunday morning on the D. & R. G. railHall 'at 7:30 p. m.
road for her home at El Rito, where
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. H. P.
on next Tuesday morning she opens
a four weeks' institute at the Spanish-America- ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Normal school, for Rio ArSanta Fe Commandery No.
riba county. Misses Dixie and Gretch-e- n
Dixon, her two daughters will acfourth Monday in each
company her.
month at Masonic Hall at
Superintendent Conway is very busy
7:30 p. m.
making out reports, and winding up
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
the affairs of the institute, in order
that the teachers may secure their W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
certificates of attendance without any
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
ueiay.
The committee on resolutions have 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
drafted the following:
Resolved, Whereas, the teachers' in- on the third Monday of each month
stitute of Santa Fe county is nearing at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
the close of its annual session for the Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
year 1910, it is in order that the mem- Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corbers in attendance thereof avail them- dially invited to attend.
selves of this opportunity to express
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
a vote of thanks to the people of SanVenerable Master.
ta Fe for their genial hospitality and HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
kindly encouragement to the members
Secretary.
of the institute as voiced in the welB. P. O. E.
coming address of their mayor, Mr.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Arthur Seligman.
Be it Further Resolved, That we ex- holds its regular session on the sectend thanks to the board of education ond and fourth Wednesday of each
for the use of the high school build- month. Visiting brothers are invited
A. J. FISCHER,
ing; and to the janitors, Mr. Jesus and welcome.
Gonsales and Mr. Moya, for their care J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
of same.
Secretary.
Be it Further Resolved, That we
Knights of Pythias.
express to Mr. J. V. Conway, the counSanta Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
ty superintendent, our appreciation of
his efforts in procuring an able corps Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
of instructors in awakening the enthu- Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
siasm of the public in our work; in O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitlaboring unceasingly for the better- ing Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT C. C.
ment of the schools of Santa Fe counJOHN
K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
ty.
acknowlTo
Be it Further Resolved,
and esteem to EL PASO AND
edge our gratitude
RETURN $13.40
efforts
Mrs. Dixon, whose untiring
and scholarly attainments have held
via
the interest and attention of the students throughout the entire session;
New
also to Prof. Wood, who has attested
his ability in the educational field, and
given freely of his knowledge for our
I

j
j

.

EUGENE A. FOX,
G. F.&P. A.

I

the University on the 1st day of September,
all

College
of New Mexico.

LOVE IS REAL THING
AND IS IN EARNEST.

San Antonio, Texas, July 1. When
Palace.
John Kerr, W. P. Cobb, Albuquer- it comes to love real, true and everque; J. S. Hunter, Kansas City; A. .). lasting, Willie Stapper, a young farmWistland, Denver; L. R. Ralston, Peo- - er of Bexar county, is it. So far his
ria, III.
attention upon Sophie Lieck, the
Claire.
farmer at
daughter of a
Alice Bronson, San Diego, Calif.; Converse, have netted him two indictOne of them charges him
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Safford, City; John ments.
Joerns, Raton; Edgar L. Hewitt, City; with assault to murder and the other
T. C. Duke, St. Louis; Anthony Stan- with threatening to kill the young wowith whom he is infatuated.
man
ton, Albuquerque.
Stapper gave boud in both instances,
Gregg's.
J. A. Wood, Kansas City; James gut he now faces a charge that will
Wilson, Globe, Ariz.; J. W. Ridge, most likely put him behind the prison
Louisville; E. L. Medler, Albuquer bars. A few days ago the
que; R. H. Knowlton, Denver; O. O.l swain put in appearance at the home
Koeppel Los Angeles; D. D. Ferrell of the young woman with the intention of killing her. Sophie's mother
El Paso.
succeeded in preventing bloodshed by
Coronado.
S. R. Bato, San Marcial; J. M. Hart- getting the girl to the home of a
Mr. and brother but. came very near losing her
ley and family, Buckman;
Mrs. Silviano Roybal, Mr. and Mrs. life in doing so. Stapper is now in
Jose Herrera, Chamita; Jose Duran, jail in this city and in all probability
Jr., Tecolette; S. Tonily, Buckman; J. will get a chance to cool hs ardour in
He bad been annov- B. Saichez, Chamita; George H. Cor- the lienitpntinrw
son, Alamosa; Alexander Shumate, ing the young woman with his attention for nearly three years.
Buckman.

Connects with
iCoiinerts with

1, 1910.

tory

Salt Eheira, etc. are simply the ulceration of skin
by humors and acic"s iu the blood. The circulation has become
infected with immirities which axe beir.3 cc.:stanvly deposited into the pores and
glands of tha cuticle, and a continual ra':e of innaayaiarion and irritation is thus
kept I.;;. Jv.3t as long as these humors and acids remain in the circulation the
skir. a:!cc.:cn will continue. The trouble may he temporarily soothed and
covered over with erteinal applications, but such treatment does not make the
blocd any pursr, azul can therefore be of no permanent benefit. To cure any
skin r'.iseasa it is necessary to purify the blood remove the cause. S. S. S. Curco
Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, pimples, eruptions etc. because it is the
greatest; cf all blood puri.lers. It gee.-- iu'.o the circulation and drives out every
humor, acid or impurity. It cools the feverish blood and allows it to furnish the
skin with i:eulthy nourishment, instead of fiery, acrid deposits. S. S. S. is purely
vegetable, aiid ar.:! pleasant in its act 'on, i t dors not c ure skin disease by forcing
all the impurity to the surface, but simulates 'the excretory members to carry it
oil' through the natural avenues.
If you ijave any sV.in aSection you can not do
better than purify your blood with S. S. S. It will assist nature in quickly
restoring the smccth, even texture of the cu'icle, and the cure will be perraaa
eat and lasting. Book on Skin Eiseasas free to all who write.
TH3 S7ITT
CO., ATLANTA, GA.

Ulend Up)

191U

STATIONS

"1

19

Maivli 1st

ii

SANTA

tissues.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
(Read Pown)

lXlCAff,

Paso Texas.

Mexico Central

FROM SANTA FE TO
Embudo
Tres Piedras

and return

Antonito
Chama
Wagon Wheel Gap

,

u?n

Best Trout

$2.65
4.55
6.30

FISHING

9.50
10.70

In the World

Tickets at Union Depot.
P. H. McBRIDE, AGENT.

JOHN V. CONWAY,
County School Superintendent, in Whom the Teachers of This County Have
Him President of Their
Signified Their Confidence by
Association.

1
The Santa Fe County Teachers' In- - school room during the coming school
stitute, which will be brought to a 'term. He has labored hard to place
close Saturday evening, has proven to the public schools of the county where
be the largest and most successful in-- 1 they are today, second to no other
stitute ever held in Santa Fe coun- county schools in the territory, and is
ty. The instruction has been of higher still striving to place them on a higher
quality and the membership of higher plane. He stands well with the tercharacter, and the interest unequaled ritorial superintendent and his as
in the history of Santa Fe county in- - sistant, and also with the territorial
stitutes. The institute has been in board of education, on account of his
charge, of County School Superintend- promptness in attention and willingent John V. Conway, as adviser, Mrs. ness to do his duty, and obedience to
George Dixon as conductor, and Prof. the mandates of the law. He has 38
J. A. Wood as instructor. A great deal schools under his supervision, and enof interest created and Inspiration joys the confidence of every one of the
aroused in the work of the students 110 school directors, and 38 teachers.
has been brought about by the per- During the last scholastic year he vissistent and conscientious efforts of ited every one of the 38 schools no
Con- - less than three times and some as high
County School Superintendent
way, who is regarded as a tried and as eight and ten times, for which he
true friend of the teachers. Ever made reiiort in writing and detail to
mindful of the minutest detnil in the superintendent of public instruc- '
connection with the needs of Uu in--1 tion.
Mr. Conway is partial to teachers'
structors and teachers, his services
were always at their command,
meetings, and has three and four durHe has held the office for a period ing the year. He has become closely
of twelve years, (with the single ex- identified with his teachers through
ception of two years intervening, and studying and working with them, and
those who are in position to know, is always in position to know just
fully realize the wonderful Iniprove-- J how much of their duty the teachers
ment that he has brought about in the are performing when at work in their
educational conditions of this county. schools. Yesterday the teachers of
It Is due to his persistent exertions, the Santa Fe County Association, hon- him
that the Santa Fe county public ; ored him once more by
schools will boast of having a com- - president of the association.
Mr. Conway is so well known in
petent and qualified teacher in every
I

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

up

9

P3i

SWi

a:

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

Caspar Avenue

There is always some person at one
time or another who has printing to be
done and if the work is to be first
class the New Mexican job printing
department can fill tine bill. Why get
printing that isn't first class, any way,
since appearance today is of such

j

j

j

TfWEYS HDMBEMDY

For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
today and be well.
having Bright's Disease and Diabetes. & Commence
CO
8TRIPLING-BURR0W- S

instruction.
Be it Further Resolved, That we express our thanks to Prof. Clark, Assistant Superintendent Gallegos, Mr.
T. B. Catron and all others who have
so kindly addressed us, inspiring
by their suggestions and remarks
gathered from wide and varied fields

of experience.
Be it Further Resolved, That in
conclusion we acknowledge our indebtedness to the Santa Fe New Mexican
for bringing before the puplic our
daily work; and that wre acclaim the
excellent work of the closing institute, done through the aid of the
aforementioned
agencies, and attest
to the inestimable value received

therefrom.
SARAH McCOY,
ZOA E. SMITH,
JOAN BALLANTYNE,
L. M. ORTIZ,
W. J. KAYS,
Committee on Resolutions.

R.

R.

JULY
and 4th.
Return Limit July 6th.
2--

3

DAYLIGHT TRAIN

CHEAP

ROUND

TO ALL POINTS VIA

if

Mexico Central

Effective June 2nd,

ATLANTIC CITY
ASBURY PARK
BOSTON

CITY.

city.
plans
posed driveway were announced today
by the good roads committee of the
Business Men's Association, and steps
will be taken to construct it as soon
as possible.
NOTICE.

Department

of

Territorial Engineer.

TRIP

RATES

CHICAGO
DETROIT
.Canon City, Colo., July 1. Another HOT SPRINGS
scenic driveway soon will be added to
Canon City's system of mountain road- KANSAS CITY
ways and it will be known as the
ST. LOUIS
Swimming Pool drive. It will end at
the crest, Cedar Hill, three miles east NEW YORK
for the proof this
The
ANOTHER NEW DRIVE
FOR CANON

'

1910

$74.05
$73.70

$77.95
$50.35
$60.35
$44.60
$35.35

$44.35
$75.15

DAYLIGHT

TRAIN
BETWEEN

Santa Fe & El Paso

Number of Application 449.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 2, 1910.
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
Notice Is hereby, given that on the
a. m. Daily.
12th day of May, 1910, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Laws of
1907, E. K. Norment, of Santa Fe, For information
regarding freight
County of Santa Fe, Territory of New
to
the
and passenger rates etc. call
Mexico, made an apppllcation
Territorial Engineer of New Mexico
at city office, Laughlin Block
for a permit to appropriatae from the
public waters of the Territory of New
or Phone 145.
Mexico.
Such appropriation la to be made
from Rio Grande at a point Dam No.
L H. GIBSON,
1 Sec. 21 T. 17 N. R. 6 E., Dam No. 2
Sec. 4 T. 16 N. R. 6 B. by means of
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.

y
FRIDAY, JULY

1, 1910.
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No.

Minor City Topics

N0.4

Sole and exclusive agents for Rich- Fteetrie Suction Cleaner. R c
Water & Light Co.
Well. Did You See It? What? .Why
the Honeymoon for three at the Elks'
theater. It's great. See it tonight.
A Special Rate of $13.40, El Paso
and Return, via New Mexico Central
R. R., (the daylight train) July 2, 3
and 4th, with return limit July 6th.
Stop and see the Electric Wash Tub
S. F. Water & Light
in operation.
mnnrl

20 to 60c a dz
Save 1 da wrappers from our Oranges setd
cent stamps and wrappers to Caiifoicia Fruit
ORANGES

6--

Growers Exchange. Chicago
Silver Plated Orange Spoon.

111.,

and get a nice

I

Co.

STRAWBERRIES

Suit to Enforce Contract Isidro
Sandoval in the district court at AlbuFresh every d&y, picked ripe shipped on ice, fice
querque
yesterday brought suit
against Jose Garcia y Alderete to enflavor 15c. Everything the market fc fiords in ve
force a contract for the purchase by
getaoles.
Mr. Sandoval of several hundred head
of sheep.
4.
Do away with "Blue Monday" and
Phone Kb.
have your washing done by electricity.
S. F. Water & Light Co.
Suspected the Whisky Sabino Garcia was arrested at Albuquerque yesterday on the charge of Franfc Ewing
that Garcia had offered him whisky
lMU.'llMliagCTga:
doctored with strychnine in the at-- ,
ess
a i
tempt to poison Ewing. The whisky
is being analyzed.
LACES & EMBR0IPEB1ES
Lillian & Anetta will entertain in
their acrobatic turn at the Elks' tonight.
e have iust received our new Stock of this
Exhibit at the Claire The InternaSPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid
tional Correspondence ' Schools' exhibit is still at the Claire and many
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
Santa Feans have called to get inforAll
month
this
new
and
only.
patterns
during
mation about the many subjects these
designs.
schools teach. Some noted men and
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM
women of the country have studied by
this correspondence system and have
DRY
endorsed the thoroughness and practicability of the schools' methods.
If your house needs cleaning phone
us and we will do the rest S. F. Water & Light Co.
Mr. McCarthy on Way to Reno J.
mnnmrn J. McCarthy of Boston and brother
Dr. Thomas McCarthy of this city left
Telephone Red 35 and have I last
night for Reno where he will
your orders delivered
witness the Jeffries-Johnsoprize fight
Mr. McCarthy-wen- t
Monday afternoon.
The following are
to the thirsty as something
to Albuquerque and thence will
cool and inviting
go through Arizona to San Francisco
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON
and from there to Reno. He will
BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
come back to Santa Fe by way of Salt
Lake City and Denver. "When I left
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
Boston Johnson was the favorite,"
I
SANTA
BOTTLING
said Mr. McCarthy last niglht in disbets on the mill, "but news of
All drinks made from filtered water.
cussing
HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
Jeff's training has changed the tide."

4

hm

F. ANDREWS

crrvi

1

SPECIAL
SALE

SALE

w

GOODS

ADOLF SELIGMAN

CO

n

sug-g-este-

FE

WORKS.

EXCURSION JULY 17
TO THE DUKE CITY.
Opportunity
SATISFACTION

FIRST CUSS CORRiCK'S HACK
LINE
HICK S

VE

pSMas

KV,

Buggies and Saddle Horses

,i,wlllMl,

mmm

Before

4nI0U

For Santa Feans to Root
Own Baseball
Team.

To all lovers of the great American
National Game, an opportunity will be
offered on July 17th to experience the
rare sensation of going to a rival city
and rooting for your own home team

"nTnriri it

APT T0

j

'

MARKETJEP0RT

Pa-dil-

1--

2

4

5--

3-- 2

3--

8

i

5--

1--

7--

cere-mone-

For Their

ASSURED

1, 1910.

'
and set away with it. No doubt you do not mean only a game, but that decorated table and the many handwill
team
winner.
not
be
a
in
is
the
some and useful gifts to the young
your
a city that
have been
It is the start of a movement in the couple inspected.
home town and rooted for the visiting
team but why recall sad memories? right direction here in Santa Fe, and j After the luncheon the party repairOn July 17th there will be an excur- before long, perhaps, it may bloom ed to the apartments of Mr. and Mrs.
sion to Albuquerque to play a return out into a team representing Santa Fe Orrin A. Foster and spent the afterexcursion game with Dan Padilla's in the New Mexico State League. noon, At 5 o'clock supper was servGrays and to try to even up for the Read that last sentence over again, ed, and at 6 o'clock the young peobeat inn the wily Dan handed our pets gentle fanster. Get the New Mexico ple left for Denver and Boulder, Colo
and you can root all you want to. State League. That is not a bad idea rado, where they will spend the next
The fare will only be $2.00 for the at all. With Albuquerque, Santa Fe, j few weeks.
Las Vegas, Raton, Socorro, El Paso, j Mrs. Hague is the second daughter
round trip. The train will leave
7 and 8 o'clock in the morning
Alamogordo, Roswell or a few other of Mrs. Mary Clark and has lived all
towns better suited for the making of her life iu Raton and Trinidad. She
to
Fe
that
Santa
return
evening,
anil
have a schedule that would give the best is known by all as a bright young
Excursions to Albuquerque
bii n an annual occurance and many of attractions with the least expense for woman who has the respect and
the people of Santa Fe have taken ad-- , traveling, etc., it would be a great friendship of all her acquaintances
vantage of them and joined the jolly scheme. And when the state of New and is loved by many.
The groom is the youngest son of
crowd that goes down from the An- Mexico is formally accepted by the
wttn
Orrin A. Foster and has lived
Mrs.
this
to
United
States
league
Congress,
exchange greetings
cient City
their rivals in the Duke City. It has may not be such an impossible myth in Raton for the past few years. He
after all. A little boost just now would has been employed during that time
.
always been fun.
The rivalry between Santa Fe and go a long way toward such an organ- in the office of the Raton Publishing
but in the writer's mind, the Company of which he is now foreAlbuquerque has been intense ever ization, not
is
time
yet ripe for it. A year or man. Mr. and Mrs. Hague expect to
has
it
man
can
and
remember
since
two
more
and
all will be ready for the remain residents of Colfax county and
much
be-rivalry that has inspired
will return to Raton within a month.
to be pointed out to future genera- picking.
are estimable young people, and
Both
of
3,
and
Next
Sunday, July
Monday,
tions. Each year finds the feeling
is
it
'superfluous to say that the
team
will
each
Peerless
the
in
play
stronger
tlh,
growing
July
superiority
force entire wishes them a
with
of
Range
a
each
the
the pick
team
valley
of these two beautiful towns, and
and happy life.
useful
the
long,
Willard,'
teams.
that
finds
in
one
Estancia,
Moriarty,
something
year
other cannot boast of. This year, as in fact all of the dry farm towns there,
was the case last year, the baseball have arranged to run a great excursion to Santa Fe to look this Peerless
question is still unsettled. Dan
claims to have the best team, bunch over. They are bringing a sacMONEY AND METALS.
white here in Santa Fe are all of the rifice in the shape of a selected team
New
before
offer
to
towns
it
from
team
York, July 1. Call money 2 2
has
the
Peerless
valley
the
that
opinion
3
ones.
The
status
Peerless
cent; Prime mercantile paof
altar
the
per
on Dan's bunch.
The present
the
per cent; Mexican dollars
of the annual series of games played feast should be a good one, but at that, per SCdo
60
so
Atchison
44;
not
are
in
Amalgamated
the
stands
between the two cities
valley agriculturists
New York Central 113; Readfavor of Albuquerque, but the feeling certain. There is always a lot of fun 96
Southern Pacific ex div.
is strong here that before the season on tap when any of the valley teams ing 125
Union Pacific 160; Steel 721-is much further advanced, the Peer play here and a good time is promised 112
pfd. 115
for the 3rd and 4th of July,
less team will hold the banner.
New York, July 1. Lead quiet 445
Albuto
excursion
for
is
the
Tickets
The Peerless team, by the way,
450; copper steady, standard spot
a new team in the field this year and querque can be secured from Fred 11.87
11.9012.05;
Sept.
the
Peerless
of
the
the
to
has been doing much
manager
Mackie,
promote
53
Silver
arstandard of the game and to give ex- team. Fred has been hard at work
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
hibitions of the sport that are clean ranging this excursion, or excursions,
111., July 1
Wheat Sept.
Chicago,
even
to
take
and wholesome. It is true tnat the and says that he expects
98f:i-S- ;
Dec. 99
team needs strengthening, but in or- a larger crowd to Albuquerque than
Dec. 58
Corn Sept. 60
der to give the management all the they brought up here last Sunday, and
Dec. 39
Oats Sept. 381-2- ;
credit due it, it must be admitted that that was a beaute. For particulars, rePork July 22.43
Sept. 22.42
entertainit has done all that it can to strength- garding accommodations,
Lard July 12.22
Sept.
en the team as much as possible with ment, see Fred Mackie. He will he
12.25 li 12.27
the available money. A team that is more than glad to tell you all about it
Ribs July 12.82
Sept. 12.30.
handicapped as the Peerless team is and make you feel that you cannot, in
MARKET.
WOOL
on
July
in many respects, and still plays the justice to yourself, stay home
St. Louis, July 1. Wool higher;
HI BALL.
game it does, must not be neglected, 117th.
and western medium 1822;
territory
or taken lightly. The principal fault
mediums
fine
1617; fine 1214.
to be found with the team at present WEDDING OF H. H. HAGUE
LIVESTOCK.
team-worrek
AND MISS IDA CLARK.
is the lack of
it has
Kansas City, Mo., July 1. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
peatedly shown, and a tendency to
3,000, including 1,500 south, (Raton Range.)
lose their judgment at bat. But, as
steary. Native steers
erns;
market,
The wedding of Miss Ida May Clark'
before stated, the team is a new one,
steers $3.80
southern
$5.008.25;
or-:
at
and Harold H. Hague occurred
high
and the game is a fast one; so in
nacows
southern
$2.504.25;
6.50;
der to do justice to the game, the noon at the residence of the bride's
heifers
cows
and
$2.507.25;
tive
rough edges of the team as a whole mother on Tenaja avenue. The
bulls
Rev. stockers and feeders i.255.75; westwas performed
Uy
have been neglected somewhat. Every
calves
$3.757.50;
$3.254.90;
Methoday, however, finds the boys out on Charles J. Dickey of the First
ern sters $4.007.75; western cows
the College campus practicing and Idist church. There were present only
fami-j $3.006.25.
correcting mistakes noted in the pre-- ! the immediate members of the
Receipts, 2,000; market,
Sheep
vious games. The spirit to do is there lies of bride and groom.
Muttons $3.75 5.00; lambs
steady.
make-and there is no laziness in the
The home was pretty with carnafed wethers and yearlings
up of the bunch. It is hard work tions and green. The bride was $6.007.65; fed western ewes $3.75
$4.006.00;
every day for them and, in spite of all 'gowned in white organdie with lace 4.75.5
remarks to the contrary, the team adornments, and carried white roses.
will stick together and win before
After the ceremony a repast was
If you are in need ol anything, trj
the season is over. And by win, we served the guests from a beautifully a New Mexican Want Ad.
j

(Continued From Paue Two.)

GROCERY AND BAKERY

20 to 60c a dz

FRIDAY, JULY
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summer wearables, look over the situation and ASK YOURSELF "WHERE ARE
DO THE BEST?" There can be but one answer
BIG STORE, of course-

......

-

of Ladies Muslin Underwear, Dainty and
NOTABLE AS
tZZT
05k
SORTMENT of Ladies
Gloves; Chamois Gloves in long
and short lengths: Silk Gloves in all
colors and sizes. Kid Gloves in every
desirable shade and size: Also cotton Gloves.

'II
V ICC

Serviceable Nainsook and Embroidery.
A new line of LADIES HOSIERY just in. All the New Shades
in Lisle, Silk, Embroidered and Lace Hosiery, as well
as plain; all sizes.

PR0MPT AND SATISFACTORY
,S A P0INT WE NEVER OVERLOOK.

For Fine Selection High 6rade Goods and flight Prices

The Store

of Quality

S&t5M0o
...

Santa

Fe.

New Mexico.

